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This document constitutes Volume 2 to D2-118387-1A,"Users Guide for
Guidance and Control Launch and Abort Simulation for Spacecraft (LASS)
Volume I." Volume I, D2-118387-1A,provides descriptions of engineer-
ing math models used in the development of LASS. Volume II contains
flow charts, symbol dictionaries, and computer program listings that
supplement the discussions contained in Volume I. The supplement
information is divided into Appendix A, which contains flow chart:l
and symbol dictionaries, and Appendix B, which contains computer
program listings currently used in LASS.
	
1.1	 LASS PROGRAM INPUT
Data is input to LASS by two means. The first is by four input data
cards that are read by the FUN master program. The second is by
changes in data array: housed in INITIA subroutine and additional
data array located in some of the other subroutines. However, those
parameters that control an abort are input via the data cards. The
first deta card contains a field of 50 columns in width. These
first 50 columns are used to input titles that are put at the top
of each of the output plots. The title is common to all output
plots in any particular run. The second card contains five F
'ormat fields each are 14 columns wide. The variables contained
on this card are in order:
ABTT	 Time of abort in GET
TTDI	 Time delay desired between abort initiation and start of
closed loop abort guidance
TLAT1	 Latitude of launch PAD in degrees
TLONGI	 Longitude of launch PAD in degrees
AALIM	 Thrust limit of orbiter in gees
The third card contains four integer format fields each three columns
wide and four F format fields each 14 columns wide. The variables
contained on this card are in order:
KAUT	 If KAUT = 1 the Ideal autopilot is used during powered
flight. If KAUT - 0 the conventional autopilot is used
during powered flight.
KLPDR	 If KLPDR = 1 the orbiter returns to the launch site after
abort. If KLPDR = 0 the orbiter continues downrange for
landing after abort.
D2-118.38?-2A




IP,ERUN	 Not presently used
SINCI	 Orbit plane inclination angle in degrees
SLAZ1	 Lanuch azimuth in degrees
THBO	 Abort target altitude in feet
TPPCO	 Time in seconds that the orbiter pitch profile is
used. This variable is used for PAD aborts.
The fourth card contains two F format fields each 10 columns
wide. The variables contained on this card are in order:
GTDM	 Limiting rate at which the orbiter is allowed to rotate
when using conventional autopilot
THELIM	 Limiting rate at which the desired inertial pitch angle
is allowed to change when the orbiter is maneuvering
during an abort.
1.2	 LASS PROGRAM OUTPUT
All output from LASS is provided by the INITIA and READO subroutines.
T'o: INITIA subroutine outputs constant data that is used to identify
the run and provide some of the more pertinent constants that are
used in LASS. The READO subroutine loads data into either or both
output data arrays or output plot arrays every other second of
ground elapsed time from launch to LASS program termination.
1.2.1	 Data Run Title Block
The data run title block is shown in Table I - VOL. 2. This data
provides the identification of the abort run and is written by the
INITIA subroutine. Specific data format is shown in the listings
of Appendix B. Symbols are defined in the symbol definitions for
INITIA subroutine.provided in Appendix A.
1,2.2	 Tabular Data Output
An example of the tabular data output array is shown in Table II -
VOL. 2. This represents 16 seconds of data taken every other
second. Data from each variable is put in the array by the
READO subroutine and held in the array until it is full. When
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1.2.2	 Tabular Data Output (Continued)
the array is full all data contained is written out. If the
run terminates prior to completion of a full data array, the
remaining part of the unfilled array is filled with zeros
and written out. Lists of data variables that are output are
shown in the description of READO subroutine provided in
Appendix A.
	
1.2.3	 Plotted Data Output
An example of LASS output plots are shown in reference 18.
Values of selected variables to be plotted are loaded in data
arrays every other second. These plot arrays are being filled
and held in memory until the run reaches terminal end conditions.
At this terminal point, the plots are made with ground elapsed
time being the independent variable. A list of variables to be
plotted, as time histories, are shown in the description of
READO subroutine provided in Appendix A.
If LASS should terminate its run prior to attainment of simu-
lation terminal conditions, provisions are made to plot that
data which is contained in the plot data arrays. Two machine
language.subroucines are provided for this purpose. The RECOV
subroutine is called up by the master FUN subroutine. It in
turn uses the QZKILL subroutine to cause a program restart to
be entered in the READO subroutine. Consequently, when a LASS
run terminates before normal terminal conditions are reached,
all data left in the plot arrays are plotted. The recovery
subroutines are shown in Appendix B.
The plotting provisions use the standard MSC plot routines.
The specific call statements and arguments are shown in the




Appendix A contains flow charts of the more complicated subroutines used
in LASS. The charts are detailed using coded symbol notation. Along
with each flow chart is a symbol definition table. The symbol definitions
are provided showing engineering symbols as defined in the respective
discussions located in section 5 of Vol. I. The symbol dictionary is detailed from
the coded listings in alphabetical order. The symbols that are provided
in the common blocks of each subroutine are also included. This provides
a focal point which defines input and output from the subroutine and
provides a correspondence for use of the listing provided in Appendix B.
The flag codes, used in the symbol dictionary, are:
Internally used parameter
© Input parameter from another subroutine
Output parameter or available-for output
Output print parameter
Contained in common block but not used in subroutine
['> Parameter not presently in use
 Parameter initialized to zero
[	 Parameter initialized to a value other than zero
® Card input parameters
An attempt was made to code symbols such that they have identity to major
subroutines. As noted in section 5.0 of Vol. I, the prefix letters are in general:
Subroutine	 Symbol Prefix Letter
INITIA	 S
GUIDAN	 G
EOM & FUNCTIONS	 E
AERO, ATMOS3, COEF	 D
TARGET & ABGUID 	 T







Table A-I contains a matrix of the common blocks used in LASS correlated




TABLE A-I MATRIX CORRELATING SUBROUTINES AND COMMON STATEMENTS
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TABLE A-I MATRIX CORRELATING SUBROUTINES AND COMM(;'l STATEMENTS - (Continued)
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R.SYMBOL DEFINITION OR USE UNITS
AALIM Orbiter Maximum Linear Acceleration during abort
	 ( Gees
ABTT Time selected for abort sec.
ADMASS
ADMTOT
AMASCO Payload mass of orbiter ® slugs
AMDOTV 5
AMTOT Mass of orbiter plus fuel slugs
APDET 3
ARCSPM Pitch Moment calculated by RCS model Ft-tbs
ARCSRM Roll moment calculated by RCS model FT—Lbs
hoes v" Ftr40s
ARDET
Yaw moment^caltulated by RiS model
AUGRAV
AYDET
AZCF Reference distance along body Z-axis used in orbiter Ft
moment calculations	 a>-
DTI Minimum Time to go which causes switching from Abort Sec
guidance to coast guidance	 M>`
DT2 Minimum time to go which causes orbiter engine shutdown sec
DT3 Minimum time to go which causes switching from booster sec
flight to orbiter flight
EAVP Vehicle acceleration in platform coordinates 	 ( Ft/sect
EBP(1,2)
ERY(12) [i
EG Acceleration Due to Gravity Ft/sect
EGEFF
EL(12,3
ELATC eocentric Latitude of vehicle 	 ® deg
ELO ('
(2 ,	3)











SYMBOL DEFINITION OR USE UNITS
EVP(4) Present vehicle inertial velocity Ft/sec
GDTV
GEGVEL Exhaust Gas velocity of orbiter 	 [	 ® Ft/sec
GMT(12)
CTA(12)
GTDih Abort pitchover pitch rate limit 	 ® deg/sec
GTPPCO
IABT IAST = 1 After abort is begun 	 ( ? discrete
IBP
IBR IBR = 1 when'orbiter engines are burning
IES One indicates engine start discrete.
IGMT
IN Latching flag	 ^®(^`^ discrete
IRERUN M>_
ISEP One indicates vehicles have separated 	 m;;3- discrete
ITITLE Run graph title	 ®'	 M___ Alpha-
JOY Counter variable to deterYnin_e the number of times LASS
numeric
is executed
JUMP Inner loop control for LASS execution (five passes for
one of JOY)
KACOTC
KAUT KAUT = 1 when Ideal Autopilot is used discrete
KCOAST KCOAST = 1 when PBC subroutine is used	 ( discrete
KC11 Time delay after booster engine cutoff prior to vehicle sec
separation
KC12 Time delay after vehicle separation prior to engine sec
start
KGUID Run termination flag	 ® discrete
KGUIDN Past value of KGUID discrete
KLPDR If KLPDR = 1, Abort Back to pad 	 ® discrete
KNT Counter associated with KC11
KP
KUNT Counter associated with KC12
ANUAL
S ETCGO Angle between body X and thrust vector at launch pad




CODED	 ENGR.	 SYMBOL DEFINITION OR USE
SYM.	 SYM.
UNITS
SLAT1 Latitude of launch site degrees
SLAZ1 Launch azimuth	 ®	 [ degrees
SLONGI Launch longitude degrees
SRDOTD
SYDOTD
SZDOTD Desired vehicle Z at orbit insertion 	 Z>- Ft/sec
T Ground elapsed time	 D>- sec
TF Earth Flattening constant unitless
TGOT Time to go during abort sec
THBO Abort burnout altitude
THELIM Abort pitch rate limit	 R	 © deg/sec
LAT Target latitude radians
LAT1 Target longitude degrees
LONG Target longitude radians
LONG1 Target longitude	 ^- degrees
PPCO Time for flight on pitch profile during abort seconds
RIM Engine turn for autopilot 	 M>-	 M>'
T(6) Conversion matrix relating coast angle, reentry angle of unitless
attack, and burnout velocity
TD1 Time for open loop guidance during abort seconds
g3) Angular rotation rate of earth rad/sec
A-12
ST 19 K T INZIrA )
	
12Z-118387 ,7A
T,vr7I AL r &fN4
DATA L ICIL
TLFIT . TLAT I tk KAD.T
TLO4/4 = TL4DN6. 1 k9A02
SINC = SS.vC 1 `k RNO2
Sc.W^ = SLAt1^Xa+Dr
'ril.gT r SLAT 1 } R19pj
SC.aNb s- 3CmMLr1 It IY14D2
50tP'T fR /At A-V-+sPERN
SRA S R MEHti+SWfON
SA	 .T-(SRAtsRP)
svP - sh,u (cam.
jr* 5 RP sv P
Sfr v syT' _ Le
z.	 R P
S6GCE.t/ = SOfaH - Seilk.SKI% Y 5 R
SY D = o.
SILO =	 5A ^ I - s£ccLv~)I+ t£GG ♦: m o. COS(STMfTA)
S^omTD = 4114
SRDUTO = 'SMV^fRO-SA)- CSN L iCsltp) I
sYDOTo = 0•
w : ssoLof
A = -SLAT +( P2/L)
---ObG0$(A)
u/EP : w -5TH	 57-v (A)
^^5(SLp3)SSN(A)J
wEPCt) = I wEP^
SALff (1) = sAM£WN
. SRtPPCz) = sRL.PPl3) =o
-LP - W rUM(AN OSVLPP	 1-	 CCoS (SLAT)4CO5($LAJ1
UP = SRL.PP
	
^Os(s^AT) s ss.. (s^n }JJ
E P = s V^P D
6vfF = Eve
EA'IP n 0.
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^` = ILA r
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sB fr-TA = 5V6II ARADI





55c, = 5^ •
Pr6URE A-Z FLOW CHART
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$:1P a SOIL ^sCOb
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sA^ Lr = A:24(5p /) -^lSsti(tS^tLF)
	
---^	 -SiA/(S6ETA)^SSa (SDEIa)
SUQ = C0^ (S CEL.I)
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•	 -11.32•	 -80090	 +6.141	 -5.170	 •4 .191	 - 3 . 7 0 ► 	 -3.23/
DATA MXX/	 2.734,	 3.2300	 3.7269	 4.221•	 4.7179	 5.212•	 5.7081
•	 29.170. 32.8590 34.852. 35.858. 36.7940 37 . 552. 389310/
DATA MYY / 20 .97 2 . 23.156, 25.339. 27.5229 2907060 32.889. 34.0729
•	 241. 190.304.817.363s439042302j3.483000®•542.82206p20627/
DA T A MZZ/ 22.7500 25.401 . 2 81 047 . 30.693. 33 . 339. 35 09 85. 38.6310
•	 233•2480293•603.358.663040909020469022505280758058A0273/
DATA MXZ/	 0 . 0800	 0.0 6 7 0 	 .0550	 0.043•	 0.030•	 00018•	 0.0060
•	 -37.336•-35. 7690-32.8679-28.8439- 250054•-21.8539-18.652/
INITIALIZATION
DATA. RAO•RADI•PI•SGRAV95RMEANtSEROT&SMU/57.29578010745329E-2•
• 3 . 1 4 15 9 26536 •32.174Q4.2•090974E707.292115E-5.1.407654EI6/
DATA SAPOH•SPERH•SLAT1•SLONGleSVEI10EC2 /6.076115E5.3.098819E5•
128.532




















DA T A ANOAFROAMIN6AOACOMSM•ACCLIM•ARATLM•ANGLDE•ARAT08/•79•350
1_.107`15329[-702.268928E-101.047197E-1019745329E-501.745329E-4/
DATA NOENGBONOENGO•AFLOWBOAFLOWO/1202.2.1375•/








































SYMBOL DEFINITION OR USE UNITS
A Complement of the launch pad latitude rad
AALIM Orbiter maximum linear acceleration during abort © ® gees
ABETAP Engine gimbal angle computed for pitch rad
IIBETAq Engine gimbal angle computed for roll , rad
ABETAX Engine gimbal angle computed for yaw rad
SPIT Pitch component of total pitch engine gimbal rad
12) angle for booster
ABROLL Booster roll component of total pitch engine gimbal angle
(12) or orbiter roll component of total yaw engine gimbal ang?
BTOTR12) Total engine-gimbal pitch angle (booster) rad
BTOTI( pj Total engine gimbal yaw angle (orbiter) rad
BTT Time selected for abort	 ©	 ® sec
BYAW(2 Yaw component of total yaw engine gimbal angle for orbiter rad
CALMX( Desired moment about X body axis Ft-lbs
CALMY( Desired moment about Y body axis Ft-lbs
CALMZ(5 Desired moment about Z body axis Ft-lbs
CCLIM Angular acceleration limit	 ®	 D rad/sect
COMSM Constant fop angyLlar acceleration commanded equal to
zero test	 3^
rad/sect
CTALP45 Actual angular acceleration experienced 	 5 rad/sec2
CTPAC(5 Actual pitch angular acceleration experienced rad/sec2
CTRAC(5) Actual roll angular acceleration experienced 	 5 rad/sec2




DMASS(1	 ) Mass depleted per engine per .2 sec	 ® slugs
DMTOT Total Mass depleted per .2 sec slugs
FL¢WB Fuel flow rate of booster engines Lbs/st:
FLOI-10 Fuel flow rate for orbiter engines Lbs/sec
FYMX (5 Moment about X-body axis due to Y-Body forces Ft-lbs
FZMX (5 Moment about X-body axis due to Z-body forces Ft-lbs
GAIN1 Desired acceleration system Gain _
	 .7 Unitless










SYMBOL DEFINITION OR USE UNITS
LENGO Length of orbiter vehicle Ft
LP(Z4) Tables of natural log of pressures at the base layers	 ® Unitless
LPHAC( 24) Angular acceleration commanded ® rad/sect
LP11PI ( 5^ Pitch angular acceleration commanded rad/sect
LPHRd( 5) Roll angular acceleration commanded rad/sect
LPHYA( 5
MASIGO
M aw anoulaf a celgation comman	 d
ass c t-o f	 or	 ry vehicle
rad/sect
slugs
XGIk Upper Limit of AGAIN Unitless
DOTV Mass depletion rate slugs/se
MINGA Lower limit of gain = .35	 ® P Unitless
I140M Minimum pert? nt of desired rotational rate = .99	 © Unitless
MINTB Minimum total booster thrust
t
pounds
INTO Minimum Total Orbiter thrust pounds
14TOT Total vehicle mass remaining-
	 ©_^ slugs.
gGLDG Angle deadband = 1.745329 x 10 radians
NGMAX Upper limit of percent desired angle change = 1.05 Unitless
NGMIN Lower limit of percent desired angle change = .95 Unitless
NOAER Percent of max acceleration with no aerodynamics Unitless
PUET
PDIFT
PRATE (5) Body pitch rate rad/sec
RATDB Residual rotational rate deadband rad/sec
RATE Rotational rate	 5 rad sec
RATLM Angular rate limit =	 .05235987 rad/sec
RCSPM Pitch moment commanded by RCS model Ft lbs
RCSRM Roll moment commanded by RCS model Ft—lbs
RCSYM Yaw moment commanded by RCS model FT—ibs
RDET
RDIFT
REA(2) Aerodynamic surface area	 ®	 [3> Ft2
REVRS Percent reversal of present rotational rate	 © Unitless
RRATE(5) Body roll rate	 © rad/sec
TENG(121 Engine thrust magnitude	 ® © pounds
^.TOTHR










SYM. SYMBOL DEFINITION OR USE UNITS
ATOTPG( ) Magnitude of total pitch and roll angles
	 ® radians
AUGRAV Acceleration due to gravity at sea level 	 ® Ft/sect
AYDET
AYDIFT
AYRATE( ) Body Y rate ® rad/sec
AZCF Distance between body X axis and the®eng	 cluster
centerline along the body Z axis
Ft
C(2)
CHORD(2 Aerodynamic chord	 0i	 © Ft
CM(40,2 Table of pitching moment coefficients Unitless
;1(40,2)' Table of yawing moment coefficients Unitless
X(20,2 Table of coefficients for X body forces Unitless
Y(40,2^ Table of coefficients for Y body forces Unitless
CZ(40,2 Table of coefficients for Z body forces Unitless
DFAB
5D(4)
MAX3 Aero moment about body X axis Ft/lbs
DMAY6 Aero moment about body Y axis5 Ft/lbs
}DMAZ B Aero moment about body Z axis Ft/lbs
A17
_6 Booster engine nozzle area 	 ® Ft 
AE01 Orbiter engine nozzle area	 ®
Ft 
X02 Orbiter engine extended nozzle area 	 8 Ft 
AW,PM




AVP(3) Vehicle acceleration expressed in platform coordinates D Ft/sect
AVPP Acceleration of the vehicle Just prior to launch	 ® Ft/sect
(3)
B(3,3) Direction cosine matrix re	 tang vehicle platform to Unitless
vehicle body coordinates 
BP(12) Engine pitch gimbal angle	 33 rad
BPO Engine pitch gimbal angle offset ® © rad
BY(12) Engine yaw gin,al angle	 5^ rad
C2 6^
G(3) Acceleration due to gravity	 ^j Ft/sect
A-19
D2-118337-2A
TABLE A-1V SYMBOL DEFINITION FOR INITIA SUBROUTINE (Continued)
CODED	 ENGR.	
SYMBOL DEFINITION Of USESYM.	 SYM. UNITS
EGEFF Effective gravity
	 © Ft/sec2
EGP(3) Past value of EG(3)
	 © Ft/sec2
El.( 12 . 3 Booster engine locations 	 ®	 G Ft
ELATC Geocentric latitude of vehicle deg
ELO(2,3). Orbiter engine . locations	 ®	 © Ft
ELONGD Geodetic longitude of vehicle © deg
EPA1 Sea level atmospheric pressure
	 © Lb/FtL
EPB Angular rate about body X axis rad/sec
EPQ O Angular acceleration about body x axis
	 5D rad/sec2
EPE(12) Percent thrust due to engine out © Unitless
EPHI Outer gimbal angle (about X axis)
	 © radians
EPHID EPHI rate © rad/sec
EPSI Middle gimbal angle (about Z axis)
	 © radians
EPHID EFSI rate ^> rad/sec
-PT Fractional throttle setting ® © Unitless
EQB Angular rate about body Y axis ^. rad/sec
QBD Angular acceleration about body Y axis
	 5D rad/sec2
RB Angular rate about body Z axis
	 D
rad/sec
RBD Angular acceleration about body Z axis rad/sec2
RP(4) Inertial vehicle position ^>
	 3D
Ft
THETA Inner gimbal angle ( about Y axis)	 3D rad
HETD ETHETA rate
	 © rad/sec
TSLB Booster sea level engine thrust
	 ® lbs
TSLO1 Orbiter engine one sea level thrust lbs
TSLC2 Orbiter engine one sea level thrust 	 ® lbs
VP(4) Inertial vehicle velocity ® Ft/sec
VPP(3) Past value EVP ® © Ft/sec
CO(3) Accleretion limit.	 If KK = 2, limit is 2.5G ® © Ft/sec2
If KK = 3,	 limit is 3G
C11
DT Repetition rate of computing launch guidance 	 p p sec
DTV





SYMBOL DEFINITIONd FOR INII:A SUBROUTINE (Continued)
:CODED l SYMR.	
SYMBOL DEFINITION OR USE	 UNITS
GISO1 Guidance temporary variable	 7
GIS02 Guidance temporary variable
GIS03 Guidance temporary variable
GM(4) Temporary variable used for GGEFF
GMT 0 2) Time parameter for pitch table look-up D sec
GPHID Inertial roll angle desired © rad
G)SID Inertial yaw angle desired 	 D rad
GTA0 2) Pitch profile table ® D rad
GTAU Parameter defined as ratio of GEGVEL/EATT 	 © sec
GTDM Abort pitchover pitch rate limit © deg/sec
GTHED Inertial pitch angle desired 	 ® rad'
GTHEV Central angle traversed by the vehicle 	 3D rad
GTPPCO Time for pitch profile cutoff 	 ©	 © sec
GURP(4) Unit radial position in platform coordinates 	 p Unitless
GUYP(4) Unit vecotr normal to GURP and GUZP8 	 3 Unitless
GUZP(4) Unit vector normal to SUP and GURP Unitless
GVGIEC(4) Velocity to be gained in platform coordinates 	 D © Ft/sec
HB(10) Table of geopotential altitude break points
	
® D Meters
HMAX Maximum altitude for aero program	 ® 3D Feet
Hl Altitude D Feet
I Integer count variable	 1D Discrete
IABT IABT = 1 after abort is begun	 © Discrete
IBO
IES A one indicates engines are on 	 8D © Discrete
IGMT
IPITCH Pitch acceleration calculation flag 	 5D Discrete
IRESID Residual rate calculation 	 ©'
,TROLL Roll acceleration calculation flag	 ® Discrete
ISEP A one indicates vehicles are separated Discrete
IYAW Yaw acceleration calculation flag	 5D Discrete
JUMP 5D
KACOTC
KAUT KAUT = 1 when ideal autopilot is used	 © © Discrete
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SYMBOL DEFINITION OR USESYM. UNITS
KGUID Run terminate flag
	 © Discrete
KLPDR KLPDR = 1 to abort to launch pad	 ® Discrete
MANUAL
P1C11( 20 ) Table for Mach ind ,
 )endent variable	 ® 3^ Unitless
MXY(14) Table of moments of inertiabout body X-axis as a slug ft 
function of vehicle mass	
F
MXZ(14) Table of products of inertia in body XZ plane as a function slug ft2
of vehicle mass	 R>
MYY(14) Table of moments of inertia about body Y-axis as a function slug ft2
of vehicle mass
MZZ(14 ) i Table of moments of inertia about body Z-axis as a function slug ft2
of vehicle mass
NOENGB Number of booster engines
NOINGO Number of orbiter enginesF p
PI 7 radians or 180 degrees 	 ^ rad
RA D, RAD = 57.29578
	 ® deg/rad.
RADI RADI = 1.745329 x 10-2	® rad/deg.
SA A Semimajor axis of desired eliptical orbit 	 1^ Ft
SAP Sine of angle between launch plane and earth sector
plane containing intersection of orbit and launch planes 1
SAPON ha Apogee Altitude Ft
SBETA SVEII expressed in radians 	 >1	 4D rad
SCF Transformation describing a rotation about the vehicle
(3,3) inertial or platform X-axis by an.amountual to the
complement of the launch azimuth(SLAZ)	 1>
SCG Transformation describing a rotation about the line of
(3,3) nodes between earth fixed and vehicle inertial or plat-




SCGH Matrix product	 ISCG]	 [SCI]	 1D
(3,	 3)
SCH Transformation describing a rotation about earth fixed
(3,	 3) Z-axis coordinate byamount equal to the launch pad
longitude (SLONG)	 1
SCIL Cosine of launch plane inclination angle 	 1^
A-22
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SYM. SYMBOL DEFINITION OR USE UNITS
SCOG Cosine of the aresine of SAP
SDEL; Ai Angle between desired orbit and launch planes 	 D
SE Specify energy	 11
SECCEN c Orbit eccentricity	 1D
SEP.OT We Ans^-Itr r
	




SGRAV Acceleration due to gravity = 32.17404	 ® Ft/sect
SH H Specific angular momentum	 1D
SINC AL Desired orbit inclination angle	 1D rad
SINCA Orbit inclination angle achievable deg
SINCCO Negative of SINCA	 1D
rad
SINC1 Orbit inclination angle	 ®- degrees
SLAT XL* Latitude of launch pad	 © rad
SLATI Latitude of launch pad 	 ® degrees
SLAZ AZ Azimuth of launch plane rad
SLAZ1 Azimuth of launch plane degrees
SLONG
IL
Longitude of launch pad	 2 rad
SLONGI Longitude of Launch pad degrees
SMU u ravi	 ational constant; SMU = 14.07654 x 10 1 ' Ft3/sect
SPAN Aerodynamic wingspread normalizing coefficient Unitless
SPERH hp Perigee altitude 	
^>
Ft
SQ1 Complement of the launch azimuth (SLAZ)	 1D rad
SRA RA Apogee radius	 © Ft
SRD RD Desired injection radius	 3D	 © Ft
SRDOTD RD Desired injection radial velocity	 3D Ft/sec
SRLPP Ve icle position vector at time of launch 	 © Ft
(3)
SRMEAN ra Earhth radi,ps at launch pad; SRMEAN = 20, 909, 740 Ft
SRMEEQ Earth equatorial radius 	 © Ft




TABLE A-IV	 SYMBOL DEFINITION FOR INITI_ SUBROUTINE ( Continued)
CODED	 ENGR.
SYM.	 SYM,
SYMBOL DEFINITION OR USE UNITS
SSALF Sine of angle between orbit plane and earth sector
cont-ining intersection of orbit and launch plane
1
SSG Direction cosine of angle between SS and WU 	 D
STHCTA
ePA
Perigee phase angle from insertion 	 1D rad
STI
SUQ(4) q Unit vector normal to the desired orbit pla	 in
vehicle inertial or platform coordinates 	 3
SVEII B Central angle between a vector through the launch pad deg
and the intersection between orbit plane, launch plane,
and earth ' s surface	 4
SVLPP Vehicle velocity vector at time of lagnch in vehicle Ft/sec
(3) inertial or platform coordinates	 33
SVP
V 
Velocity at Perigee D Ft/sec
SYD YD Desired injection cross-range distance	 3^>	 ® Ft
SYDOTD YD Desired injection cross -range velocity	 ©	 4 Ft/sec
SZDOTD ZD Desired injection downrange velocity 	 © Ft/sec
T Ground elapsed time	
^
sec
TAE E Angle of attck desired to be used for reentry after rad
an abort	 6
TF Earth flattening constant 	 ® Unitless
GOT Time to go to reach abort target B> sec
HBO Target altitude desired for abort guidance	 ©	 4D Ft
HELIM Abort pitch rate limit	 © B> deg/sec
IP Provides for the transformation between an earth fixed
(3,3) inertial coordinate system and thhi .cle inertial
or platform coordinate system y
LAT Latitude of desired landing site after an abort rad
LAT1 Latitude of landing site	 © 9 degrees
LONG Longitude of desired landing site after an abort 	 1D
rad
LONG1 Longitude of landing site 	 ® degrees
,MB(24) Table of values of molecular scale temperatures at base °KELVIN
layers




TABLE A-IV	 SYMBOL DEFINITION FOR INI . IA SUBROUTINE (Continued)
CODED	 ENGR. '.
SYM.	 SYM.	 SYMBOL DEFINITION OR USE UNITS




TP.L.SP(4 Landing site position in platform coordinates
	
D Ft
TT W UnitlessConversion matrix relating coastanyle, reentry angle of
attack, and burnout velocity	 p
TTD1 Time for open loop guidance during abort ®
	 4D seconds
TTL
TVBO Burnout velocity during abort targeting
	 © 4D
TVBON Past value of TVBO
TWEP(4) Angular rate , of earth rotation in platform coordinates © rad/sec




Same as TWEP(4)	 1> rad/sec
WT(14) Independent variable for mass in table look-up slugs
WU(3) u WEP(4) expressed as a unit vector
XCG(14) Table look-up for X center of mass Ft
XGB(14) Table of values for accelerate n due to gravity at the meters/
the base layers above 90 W. sec2
YRE	
2
X c or in to o' ae o C. p 	reference
Tab^e ^ooC-up Tur Yr
 center of mass
Y coordinate of aero C.P. reference
Ft
Ft
ZB(14) Table of values of geometric altitudes meters
ZCG(14) Table look-up for 	 center of mass Ft
ZREF(2) Z coordinate of aero C.P. reference Ft
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SYMBOL DEFINITION OR USE UNITS
AGTT Time selected for abort	 © sec
AMTOT Total remaining mass of the vehicle (same as AMT) slugs
ARCSPM Pitch moment commanded by RCS model 	 5 Ft-lbs
ARCSRM Roll moment commanded by RCS model FT—lbs
ARCSPM Yaw moment commanded as RCS model Ft—lbs
AZCF ZCF Distance between body X-axis and the	 clusteragine Ft
center line along the body Z-axis
EATB(4) Acceleration due to thrust in body coordinates `t/sec
EATBIi(4 Past value of EATB Ft/sect
EATP(4 Acceleration due to thrust in platform coordinates Ft/sec2
EATT AT Total thrust acceleration	
^>
Ft/sec2
EB Direction cosine matrix relatQnq vehicle platform to






EGEFF Gravity acceleraiton as a function of distance fro 2Ft/sec







EPT Fractional Throttle setting
ERP(4) RP Present vehicle position vector exp,pessed in vehicle Ft





EVP(4) VP Present vehicle velocity vector expr sled in vehicle
Ft/sec
inertia' or platform coordinates 
EXCG
XCG
Center of gravity displacement along tie body X-axis as a Ft
(AMTOT) function of present vehicle mass 	 .
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SYMBOL DEFINITION OR USE UNITS
EYCG YCG Center of gravity displacement along the body Y-axis as a Ft
(AMTOT) function of present vehicle mass
EZCG ZCG Center of gravity displacement along the body Z-axis as a Ft
(AMTOT) function of present vehicle mass .	?




Desired vehicle acceleration vectoressed in vehicler tFt/sec
(4) inertial or platform coordinates
GATBMP AT Total thrust acceleration (Same as EATT)	 D Ft/sec2
GATDH
A 
Magnitude of thrust acceleration desir 	 in downrange Ft/sec2
direction and indesired orbit plane
GATDR AR Magnitude ofst acceleration desired in the radial Ft/sec2
direction 
	V
GATDY AY Magnitude of tnrust acceltion desired normal to the Ft/sec
Fdesired orbit plane 
GAIL A11 Guidance constraint integral
GAl2 Al2 Guidance constraint integral
GA21 A21 Guidance constraint integral
GA22 A22 Guidance constraint integral
GB B Linear coefficient for radial constraint 	 J^i
1GC C Linear coefficient for transverse constraint	 D
CO(KK) ALB Acceleration limit.	 If KK = 2,	 limit is set,at 2.5 gees Ft/sec2
(80,366375).	 If KK = 3,	 limit is set at 3 gees(96,43965)	 2D
C0(1) Limiting value set for time-to-go.	 If GTGO is less than sec
GCO(1) the guidance constraint integrals are not
r - , .omputed.	 (GCO(1).= 8)	 V
D D :-dear coefficient for transverse constraing	 D




Desired R to be gained	 1^ Ft/sec
DT t Repetition rate of computing launch guidance	 ® sec































SYI:FOL DEFINITION OR USE
Desired Z to be gained	 Dl^ ft/sec
Engine exhaust gas velocity	 orbiter, GEGVEL = 14,514; ft/sec.
booster, GEGVEL = 14,058)
Temporary vector used in computing guidance unit
vectors
Effective gravity acting on the vehicle ft/sec2
Guidance scratch vector
	 I:---
Temporary variable used in guidance equation solutions
1
Temporary variable used in guidance equation solutions
1C
Temporary variable used in guidance equation solutions
Temporary variable used in computing GGEFF 	 lC:
Time parameter used in selecting values of pitch angle sec.
from pitch profile table	 ^j►
Inertial roll angle desired 	 [ rad.
Past value of GPHID 	 [1^- rad.
Inertial yaw angle (angle between body X-axis and vehicle rad,
inertial or platform XZ plane) D::^
Past value of GPSID rad.
Angle between desired thrust acceleration vector and rad,
vehicle inertial or platform XZplane
Angle between thrust vector and desired acceleration vect ad,






SY11' SYF;60L DEFI(;ITION OR USE UNITS
SQ2 Temporary variable used in solution of guidance integrals
GQ3 Temporary variable used in solution of guidance integrals
G04 Temporary variable used in solution of guidance integrals
11 - -=-
GRDOT R Present value of vehicle
	
radial velocity r ft/sec
GTA(12 T Pitch angle taken from pitch profile tables
	 D^- rad.
GTAU Parameter defined as the ratio of GEGVEL to EATT sec.
GTFTL TFL Estimate of time remaining until vehicle thrust is sec,
limited to remain within thrust acceleration limits
GTDM Abort pitchover pitch rate limit
	 G^:-> deg/sec









Inertial pitch angle desired (angle between body
X-axis and vehicle inertial or platform X-axis)
Past value of GTHED	 `1
Angle between desired thrust acceleration vector and
vehicle inertial or platform -axis
Central angle traversed by the vehicle
	 Q>-
Time used in branching to are an initial value of
GTGO has been selected
Time at which pitch angle selections from the pitch















SYMBOL DEFINITION OR USE UNITS
GURP(4) URP Unit vector of radia'i direction inhicle
inertial or platform coordinates 	 1r
GUYP(4) UYp Unit vector normal to plane con';aining GURT
and t F	 D
GUZP(4) UZP Unit vector normal to plane containing GURP
endlW ( 1 It vector normal to desired orbit
plane)	 1
GUI Thrust unit vector in platform coordinates D unitless
GU2 Unit vector perpendicular to intersection of




GU3 GU3 = GU1 X GU2
	 D unitless
VGVEC (4) VG Velocity to be gained vector expressed in
vehicle inertial or platform coordinates
	 © ft/sec
^YDOT Y Present value of vehicle Y 	 1D ft/sec
ZDOT Z Present value of vehicle Z 	 l^ ft/sec
ABT
BO 6^
EPT A one indicates thrust is being limited 	 1D discrete
IES A one indicates engines are burning	 ® discrete
IGMT >
ISEP A one indicates vehicles are separated	 © discrete
UMP
K Counter discrete
KGUID Run Terminate Flag	 ® discrete




TABLE A-V - (Continued)
CODED	 ENGR.
SYi1.	 SY'l.
SYMBOL DEFINITION OP, USE UNITS







SRD RD Targeted radial distance at orbit insertion 2D ft
SRDOTD RD R desired at orbit insertion 	 2^ ft/sec
SRMEAN
SUQ(4) Ug Unit vector normal to desired orbit plane




SYDOTD YD Y desired at orbit insertion 	 ® ft/sec
SZDOTD
z 
Z desired at orbit insertion 	 © ft/sec
T Ground elapsed time	 R> sec
TAG(4) Desired vehicle -acceleration in guidance
5coordinates ft/sect
TDVG(4) Desired velocity vectoro be gained in
guidance coordinates ft/sec
TGOT Time-to-go to reach abort target	 ® sec
TTL Estimate of time to thrust limiting 	 5D sec
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SYMBOL DEFINITION OR USE UNITS






AMT MT Total remaining mass of vehicle 	 ® slugs
(Same as AMTOT)
ARCSPM Pitch commanded by RCS model ft-lbs
ARCSRM Roll commanded by RCS model ft-lbs
ARCSYM Yaw commanded by RCS mode 	 © ft-lbs
ATENG(12) TT Engine thrust magnitude	 ® lbs





ft/sectAUGRAV Ag avity at sea
AUGRAV = 32.17404
AZCF D




Aerodynamic moment about body X-axis	 1^ ft-lb
DMAYB
MAYB Aerodynamic moment about body Y-axis	 © ft-lb
DMAZB MAZB Aerodynamic moment about body Z-axis	 © ft-lb
EAEB AEB Booster engine nozzle area	 © ft 
(12)
EAE01 AED Orbiter engine nozzle area
	 © ft 
EAE02 AEO Orbiter engine extended nozzle area 	 ® ft 












	 vehicle acceleration achievable if there Gees
were no thrust limiting	
D
EATT AT Same aslEAT BI
	 © fit/sect
EAVB(4) AB Vehicle acceleration vector expressed body ft/sect
coordinates	
D
EAVBA(4) ABA Same as DAVB except EAVBA is the result ft/sect
without thrust limiting
	 >_














EBP(12) Bp Engine pitch gimbal angles 	
R>
E3P0
8PO Engine pitch gimbal angle offset 	 © rad.
EBY(12) 8y Engine yaw gimbal angles rad.
ECEBP Cosine of engine pitch gimbal angle
	 1D unitless
ECEBY Cosine of engine yaw gimbal angle
	 D unitless
EC1 Cosine of euler pitch angle unitless
EC2 Cosine of euler yaw angle
	 © unitless

















SYMBOL DEFINITION OR USE
J V". Y' 1.
.,;,ITS
EFTB (4) FTB Forces acting on vehicle due to thrust in lbs
body coordinates	 i>
EG(3) Acceleration due gravity 	 1D	 © ft/sect
EGEFF Magnitude of EG	 1D ft/sect
EGF(3) Past value of EG ft/sec`
EL(12,3) L(I,J) Booster engine locations
	 © ft
ELATC X Geocentric latitude of vehicle	 © deg.




Godetic longitude of vehicle
	 3D deg.
EM M Temporary variable used in moment equations 1D
EMTXB
MTXB








Moment due to thrust about body Z axis
	 1D ft-lb
EMXX IXX Moment of inertia about body X-axis
	 © slug ft 
(AMT)
EMXX1 Moment of inertia about body X-axis
	 I slug ft 
EMXZ IXZ Moment of inertia about body XZ-plane
	 © slug ft 
(AMT)
EMXZI Moment of inertia about body XZ-plane
	 1D slug ft2
EMYY IYY Moment of inertia about body Y-axis
	 p slug ft 
(AMT)
EMYYI Moment of inertia about body Y-axis









SYMBOL DEFINITION OR USE UNITS
EMZZ IZZ Moment of inertia about body Z-axis	 ® slug ft 
(AMT)
EMZZ1 Moment of inertia about body Z-axis 	 D slug ft 
EN N Temporary vari at 1 e used in moment equations 1D
EPAI PSL Sea level atmospheric pressure	 © lb/ft2
EPB Pbor^B Angular rate about body X-axis 	 p	 p rad/sec
EPBD pb Angular acceleration about X-axis
	 1G ® rad/sect
EPE(12)
EPH Past value of EPHID	 1^ rad
EPHI oor 4E Rotation about X body axis	 © rad.
EPHID Rotation rate about body X-axis 	 D rad/sec.
EPS Past value of EPSID
	 1^ rad.
EPSI *or *E Rotation about Z line of nodes	 3D rad.
EPSID Rotation rate about Z line of nodes
	 © rad/sec
EPT Fractional throttle setting
EQB Qb ore, Angular rate about body Y axis
	 © 3^ rad/sec
EQBD Qb Angular acceleration about body Y axis D ® rad/sec2
ERB
R 
	 or*B Angular rate about body Z-axis
	 1D © rad/sec
END
R Angular acceleration about body Z-axis © 3^ rad/sec2








FfMR.	 SYNBOL KFINITION OR USE
SY'1.
UN! TS
ERP(4) RP Present position of the vehicle in vehicle ft
inertial or platform coordinates
ESEBP Sine of engine pitch gimbal angle	 D unitless
ESEBY Sine of engine yaw gimbal angle 	 D unitless
ES1 Sine of euler pitch angle	 D unitless
ES2 Sine of euler yaw angle 	 D unitless
ES3 Sine of euler roll angle	 D unitless
ETBX(12) TBX Thrust component:; in body X direction 	 D lbs
E170(12) TBY Thrust components in body Y direction 	 1D lbs
ETBZ(12) TBZ Thrust components in body Z direction 	 D lbs
ETH Past value of ETHETD	 1D rad
ETHETA a or e Rotation about vehicle inertial or platform rad
Y-axis
ETHETD a ETHETA rate	 © rad/sec
ETSLB(12) TSLB Booster engine thrust at sea level	 ® lbs
ETSL91 TSLO Orbiter engine one thrust at sea level 	 ©
lbs
ETSL02
TSLO Orbiter engine two thrust at sea level 	 2D lbs
ETT(12)
JLI






E;;GR.	 SYMBOL DEFINITION OR USE
SY'1.
U14ITS
EVP(4) VP Vehicle velocity expressed in vehicle inertial ft/sec
or platform coordinates
EVPP(3) Past value of EVP	 © ft/sec
EXCG XCG Body X-axis center of gravity position 	 ® ft
(AMT)
EXCG1 Body X-axis center of gravity position 	 D ft
ETCG Body Y-axis center of gravity position ft
EYCG1 Body Y-axis center of gravity position ft
EZCG ZCG Body Z-axis center of gravity position ft
(AMT)
EZCG1 Body Z-axis center of gravity position
	 11 ft
GCO(3) Branching discrete and acceleration limits ® rad




HI Altitude	 © ft
I Integer counter variable 	 D
IABT IABT = 1 after abort is begun
	 ® discrete
IBO
IES A one indicates engines are on
IGMT B>
ISEP A one indicates vehicles are separated
JUMP
KGUID Run terminate flag	 ® discrete
KLPDR Selection of orbiter abort downrange or reurn
NE Number of engines in vehicle configuration
D ©
Pa Ambient atmospheric pressure	 ® lb/ft 2









SYMBOL DEFINITION OR USE UNITS
SGRAV Acceleration due to gravity 	 ® ft/sec2
SLAT1 Latitude of Launch pad 	 © degrees
SLONGI Longitude of launch pad 	 ® degrees
SMU Universal gravitation constant	 © ft3 /sec 2
SRD Desired radial position for orbit insertion ft
SRMEAN
R 
Distance from earth's center to launch pad ft
SUQ(4) Unit vector normal to orbit plane	 ® unitless
SYD Desired lateral position for orbit insertion
T Ground elapsed time
TAE
TF Earth oblateness factor
TGOT Estimate of time to go to reach abort sec
target
THB¢
TIP(3,3) Matrix relating earth inertial with vehicle
inertial or platform coordinates
TLAT
TLATI Latitude of landing  site 	 ® degrees
TLONG
TLONGI Latitude of landing  site 	 ^j degrees
TT(6) >









SYMBOL DEFINITION OR USE UNITS
TWEP(3)
WEP(4)
Oa- 11 6707- 2A
ttrr^K RC^t0
DATA	 STATEMENT: Mr	
CM r 	 ( A 4r	 )
^	 Y, QM 1'Y (AN	
0
Ti)
COW I= 57.;9S 79 AAt 2- tr ia(-4At to 7)
CONF2= •3048 < P—& _ CAat fA--71
META = ,7 V c6	E YCi (A-"707)




01 =	 VP x Q P
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ALPHA a Angle of Attack 	 > degrees
AMASCO
AMDOTV
AMTOT MTOT Total mass remaining 	 ® slugs
AtiX Moment of inertia about X-axis	 1D slug ft 
AMY Moment of inertia about Y-axis 	 © slug ft 
AMZ Moment of inertia about Z-axis	 D slug ft 
ANSW(8) AN (I)
Input parameter scale factors	 ® unitless
ARCSPM Pitch moment commanded by RCS model 	 © ft lbs
ARCSRM Roll moment commanded by RCS model	 © ft lbs
ARCSYM Yaw moment commanded by RCS model	 P ft lbs
AREA(2) S Aerodynamic surface area	 D ft 
ATENG(12)




BETA B Sideslip angle	 © degrees
C(2)
CHORD(2) c Aerodynamic chord	 D ft
CMA Cma
A-50




SYMBOL DEFINITION OR USE UNITS
CNB Cnb
CONF1 F1 Deg-rad conversion constant; 57.29578	 D deg/rad
CONF2 F2 Feet-meters conversion constant; .3048 meters/ft
CONS(7) K(I) Constants varied
CYB
CZA 5^
EATT Vehicle acceleration due to thrust	 ® ft/sec2
EB(3,3) Direction cosine matrix relating vehicle
platform to vehicle body coordinates 	 I\
EBP(12)





EMXX Table lookup for X moment of inertia slug ft2
EMYY Table lookup for Y moment of inertia slug ft-2
EMZZ Table lookup for Z moment of inertia	 ® slug ft 
EPE(12) tETHETD
ETSLB(12) Sea level booster thrust lbs
ETSLOI Orbiter engine one sea level thrust lbs
ETSL02 Orbiter engine two sea level thrust lbs
EXCG Xcg X-body c.g. location	 ® ft
EYCG
Ycg













SY,480L DEFINITION OR USE UNITS
Aerodynamic body forces lb
GDTV
GEGVEL
H h Altitude	 © feet
HM hm Altitude	 1D ® meters
HMAX hMAX Maximum altitude for ATMOS3 3D meters
HI Altitude	 ® ft




ISEP ISep Separation discrete © discrete
K K Separation subscript D © unitless
KP KP
KSEP KSep Separation subscript 1D unitless
MAB(4) MAB(I) Aerodynamic moments ® ft-lb
MACH M Mach number	 Jrj	 © unitless
MACH1 Mach number	 ® unitless
P P Atmospheric pressure D © lb11ft2
Pitch a Inertial pitch angle ® rad
QDOT Q
QQ1 Erasable scratch-pad









SYMBOL DEFINITION OR USE UNITS
QQ4 Erasable scratch-pad
	 l^j•
QUE q Dyanmic pressure	 D lb/ft2
Q1(3) M,a,	 B Erasable scratch pad	 D
Q2(3) Cxo,Cyo' Aerodynamic force coefficients lbs
Czo
Q3(3) Cm01Cno Aerodynamic moment coefficients
	 V	 ® ft/lbs
RHO p Density of air
	 1D slugs/ft3
ROLL 4 Inertial roll angle
	 © rad
RP(4) 1Fp Platform radius vector 	 ® ft
SPAN(2) b Aerodynamic wingspread normalizing coefficient ft
D
TN Tn Molecular temperature of air
OK
TTL Time to thrust limit
	 ® seconds
UXBP(3)
UXBP(I) Direction cosines for transformation to body unitless
angle
UXTP(3)
UXTP Unit vector along	 Rp	 D	 ® unitless
U'13P(3)





UYTP Unit vector along (V p X kp )	 ® unitless
UZBP(3)





UZTP Unit vector (UXTP X UYTP)
VA(4) VA Inertial velocity vector relative to the elrtll ft/sec








SYF'BOL DEFINITION OR USE UNITS
VP
V 
Inertial platform velocity ft/sec
(4)
VS VS Speed of sound ft/sec
WEP Wep Earth's rotation vector [^ ft/sec(4)
XCG XCG X-body location of c.g. ft
XR F
XREF
X-coordinate of aerodynamic c.g.	 ref. © ft
YAW Inertial yaw angle	 © rad
YCG YCG Y-body location of c.g. ft
YREF YREF Y-coordinate of aerodynamic c.g. ref. ft
(
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SYMBOL DEFINITION OR USE U14ITS
A(3) Argument of subroutine
M A(1) - MACH (Mach number)
oc `i(2) = ALPHA (angle of attack) 	 [	 j deg.
,Q A(3) - BETA (angle of sideslip) 	 © deg.
B(3) Argument of subroutine
B1 B(1) - Coefficient for body X force	 3Gj
B2 B(2) - Coefficient for body Y force
B3 B(3) - Coefficient for body Z force
C(3) Argument of subroutine
C(1	 - Coefficient for body pitching moment
C	 - Coefficient for body yawing moment
CL(18) Table of rolling moment coefficient
CM(36) CM Table of pitching moment coefficients




Table of yawing moment coefficients




Table of coefficients for body X forces	 [^
CY(18) Cy Table of coefficients for body Y-forces









SYMBOL DEFINITION OR USE UNITS
CZ(36) CZ Table of coefficients for body Z forces
CZA CZO Coefficient for body Z force
(Same as B(3j)
I Internal counter	 1D




MCH(18) Table of mach numbers used in table lookup
SF Internally used scale factor
	 1D
S1 Scratch variable	 1^
S2 Scratch variable	 1D
A-57
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TABLE A-IX - SYMBOL ".^ 7 1NITIONS FOR COUP SUBROUTINE
CODED SYMBOL DEFINITION ON USE UNITS
ALPHA Angle of attack (independent variable) degrees
ALPHAB(9) Table of angles of attack used in table degrees
lookup
BETA Sideslip angle	 2^ degrees
CL(18,9) Table of rolling mment coefficients unitless
CLP(18,9) Axial force coefficient for roll rate	 D unitless
CLR(18,9) Axial force coefficient for Yaw rate	 I^
CM(18,9) Table of pitching moment coefficients 	 D unitless
CMA Coefficient for body pitching moment	 © unitless
CN(18,9) Table of yawing moment coefficients 	 © unitless
CNB Coefficient for body yawing moment unitless
CNP(18,9) Normal force coefficient for roll rate
CNR(18,9) Normal force coefficient for yaw rate
CX(18,9) Table of coefficients for body X-forces unitless
CY(18,9) Table of coefficients for body Y-forces	 1^ unitless
CYB Coefficient for body Y-force	
D>
unitless
CZ(18,9) Table of coefficients for body Z-forces unitless
CZA Coefficient for body Z-force 	 ® unitless
EAVPP(3) Past value of vehicle acceleration in ft/sect
platform coordinates
EPA1 Sea level atmospheric pressure
	 © lb/ft2
EPBD Angular acceleration about body X-axis .	® rad/sect
EQBD Angular acceleration about body Y-axis




CODED	 ENGR.	 SYMBOL DEFINITION OR USE
SYN.	 SY'l.
UNITS
EVPP(3) Past value of platform velocity 	 ® ft/sec
I Pass counter	 1D
J Pass counter	 1D
MACH Actual vehicle mach number	 ® unitless
MCH(18) Table of mach numbers used in table lookup © unitless
P Body roll rate	 ® rad/sec
Q Body pitch rate	 © rad/sec
R Body yaw rate	 © rad/sec
SF Mach number interpolation scale factor	 D unitless
SFA Angle of attack interpolation scale factor D unitless
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SY.'-'6OL DEFINITION OR USE UNITS
AL L'M Gradient of molecular-scale temperature with geopotential OK
altitude m
ALP lnpb Table values for t e natural logs (ln) of the pressures at unitless
(24) the base layers
ALPP lnp' Sum of the natural logs of the pressure at the base unitless
layer and the interpolated pressure within a layer
ANSW AN 
(I)
Output scale factor ratios	 © unitless
(8)
CS CS Ratio of speed of sound to sea level value unitless
G g Compensated acceleration d4@ to gravity as a function of meths/se
geometric altitude	 [	 =
-i^'^ sec
GB gb Table values for acc 1^ eration due to gravity at the base met rs/
(14) layers above 9OKm	^^^^ sec
GG gg Average of g'and gb
 above 90Km meters/
sect
H H Geopotential altitude meters
HB
H 
Table values of geopotential altitudes meters
(10)
M M Parameter subscript
N N Parameter subscript
P p













SYMBOL DEFINITION OR USE UNITS
T T Temperature or ratio of temperature to sea level value OK or
unitless
TM TM Molecular scal e temperature or its ratio to sea level OK or
value
	 LL--- unitless
TMB TMb Table val es of molecular scale temperatures at base 0  or
(24) layers unitless
4M MO Molecular weight unitless
XMU u ratio of coefficient of viscosity to sea level value unitlessl^ 13---
Z z 8eometric altitude 	 [- meters




Maximum altitude for ATMOS3 subroutine meters





CALL FAT (EXCG EWT, xcG, WT)
ExIT
FUNCTIONEYCG(EWO
GALL FAT(EMG EWT YCG,WT)
EXIT
FUNCTION EEGC(ewT)
ICALL FAT(Et-C(, EWT 7Cls,WT)
EXIT
FUNCTION EMUX(I W:
CALL FAT (EA1YXj EY/Tj MXYI WT) I















CALL FAT (EMXEj EWT,M Xf WT)
Emxz = EM xE (1zx Io")
EXIT
START









WT2 =WTC7a	 WT2=WT(14)	 WT2 =WT(K)


















SYMBOL DEFI14ITIO14 OR USE UNITS
EMXX Moments of inertia about the body X axis at present slug -ft2
(EWT) vehicle mass returned to calling subroutine
EMXZ Product of inertia about body XZ•plane at present vehicle slug-ft2
(EWT) mass returned to calling subroutine
EMYY Moment of inertia about the body Y axis at present vehicle slug-ft2
(EWT) mass returned to calling subroutine
EMZZ Moment of inertia about the body Z axis at present vehicle slug-ft2
(EWT) mass returned to calling subroutine
EXCG Center of gravity displacement along body X-axis at ft.
(EWT) present vehicle mass returned calling subroutine
EXCG Argument of the FAT subroutine, used to return the
desired mass data to the function statement 'Q:;_
EYCG Center of gravity displacement along body Y-axis at ft.
(EWT) present vehicle mass returned to calling subroutine M>-
EZCG Center of gravity displacement along body Z-axis at ft.
(EWT) present vehicle mass returned to calling subroutine 	 ^-
EWT Present vehicle mass, used as arguments of the function slugs
statements and FAT subroutine (same as AMT, in EOM and
AMTOT in GUIDAN; ABGUID, and AUTOPI)
K Internal counter to FAT [^
MXX(14) I XX Table of moments of inertia about body X-axis as a slug-ft2
function of vehicle mass D2—,-
MXZ(14) I XZ Table of products of inertia aLbout body XZ plane as a slug-ft2
function of vehicle mass[
MYY(14) I YY Table of moments of inertia about body Y-axis as a slug-ft2
function of vehicle mass
MZZ(14) I ZZ Table of moments of inertia about body Z-axis as a slug-ft2








SYMBOL DEFINITION OR USE UNITS
XCG(14) XCG Table of center of gravity displacements along body -in.
X-axis as a function of vehicle mass.
	 Also used as an
argument of FAT subroutine to bring in the required mass
characteristic table
XCG1 Used in interpolation formula in FAT subroutine
XCG2 Used in interpolation formula in FAT subroutine
YCG('14) YCG Table of center of gravity dis lac	 ents along body Y-axis
as a function of vehicle mass (^^
in.
ZCG(14) kG Table of center of gravity displacementslong body in.
Z-axis as a function of vehicle mass ^^
WT(14) Table of vehicle weights used in determining mass slugs
characteristics.	 Also used as an argument of the FAT
subroutine to bring in vehicle weight table D->r->
WT1 Used in interpolation formula in FAT subroutine [v
WT2 Used in interpolation formula in FAT subroutine D:^
VI-Iltdaal- cA
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S y l- 1- SYMBOL DEFINITION OR USE UNITS
ABETAP BP Engine gimbal angle computed for pitch Dr
-;- D:^ rad
(5)
ABETAR BR Engine gimbal angle computed for roll
	 0::^ rad
(5)





6^ Pit;c4 compon	 t of total pitch engine gimbal angle
for Booster:
rad
ABROLL 9R -*R Booster roll component of total pitch engine gimbal angle rad




ABTOTP el, Total engine gimbal pitch angle (Booster) 	 (,^ rad
(12)
ABTOTY , T Total engine (gimbal yaw angle (Orbiter) rad
(2)
ABTT Time sel ected for abort sec .
ABYAW ^y Yaw component of total yaw engine gimbal angle for rad
(2) Orbiter
ACALMX MX Desired moment about X-body axis [T—e-(c:? ft-lbs
(5)
ACALMY MY Desired moment about Y-body axis ft-lbs
(5)





Angular acceleration limit; 1.745329 E-1 rad/sec2
ACOAP
A 
Moment about Y-body axis due to forces in X-body ft-lbs
direction	 'J. —
ACOAY A^ Moment about Z-body axis due to forces in X-body ft-lbs
direction	 I1._
ACOBP Be Moment abouY 
-










SYMBOL DEFIWITION OR USE UNITS





Ratio of My to
	
[A82 + B
e ]	 M>_ unitless
ACOMP2 P2 Ratio of A 	 to	
[A82 + B















aACT Actual angular acceleration experienced rad/sec2(5)
ACTPAC
a aACT Actual pitch angular acceleration experienced rad/sec2(5)
ACTRAC
aACT
Actual roll angular acceleration experienced rad/sec21
(5)
ACTYAC -t 




ADINCP oe Impending incrementatl pitch angle error due to pitch rad.
rate on first pass	 '3f
ADINCR AO Impending incremental roll angle error due to roll rate rad.
on first pass
ADINCY AVM Impending incremental yaw angle error due to yaw rate rad.
on first pass
ADMASS AM Mass depleted per engine per 0.2 sec slugs
A-7.8
D2-118387-2A





SYMBOL DEFINITION OR USE UNITS
ADMTOT 0 
MTOT
Total mass depleted per 0.2 sec slugs
ADYDES oe D Desired change in body pitch angle	 [- rad
ADPEND
AeEND
Total pitch angle accumulated if the vehicle pitch rate rad
is stopped at the end of present minor cycle
ADPERR 0ERR Desired bod	 pitch angle change transformed from inertial rad
angles
ADPTOT
oeTOT Total pitch anale accumulated since the start of the
rad
major cycle	 U
ADRDES AO D Desired change in body roll angle	 ^ rad
ADREND
A0 END Total roll angle accumulated if the vehicle roll rate radis stopped at the end of present minor cycle






Total roll angle accumulated since the start of the rad
major cycle
ADYDES A* D Desired change in body yaw angle 	 Cl>- rad
ADYEND
A* END
Total yaw angle accumulated if the vehicle yaw rate is rad
stopped at the end of present minor cycle
ADYERR
'ERR




Total yaw anglq accumulated since the start of the rad
major cycle
AFLOWB F B Fuel flow rate of Booster engines; 1021.27 	 I>- lbs/sec
AFLOWO FO Fuel flow rate of orbiter engines; 1021.27 lbs/sec
AFYMX M
XFY









SYMBOL DEFI141TION OR USE UNITS
AFZMX M
XFZ
Moment about X-body axis due to Z-body forces ft-lbs
(5)
AGAINP GP Pitch acceleration system gain unitless
AGAINR G Roll acceleration system gain unitless
AGAINY
G 
Yaw acceleration system gain 	 rL^ unitless
ALENGO LO Length of orbiter vehicle; 148.0	 j ft
ALPHAC aCOM Angular acceleration commanded rad/sec2
ALPHPI a
eCOM Pitch angular acceleration commanded rad/sec2
ALPHRO a^Com Roll angular acceleration commanded rad/sec2
ALPHYA
a^COM
Yaw angular acceleration commanded 	 [L^_	 12. rad/sec2
AMASCO MCO Mass cut-off value for dry vehicle	 33,719.51	 ® slugs
AMDOTV , VM Mass depletion rate	 © slugs/sec
AMINGA G
MIN
Lower limit of AGAIN; 0.35 	 [ unitless
AMINTB TMIN B
Minimum total booster thrust; 44,000. lbs
AMINTO T




Total vehicle mass remaining;	 D:--- slugs
ANGLDB
eDBI*D
Angle deadband; 1.745329 E-5	 9:^ rad
ODB
ANOAER C Percent of max acceleration with no aerodynamics unitless
0.7	 '' T
AOMEGP wP Desired pitch rotational rate 	 © rad/sec








SYMBOL DEFINITION OR USE UNITS
AGMEGY W 
Desired yaw rotational rate 	 ® rad/sec
APDET 6
APDIFT
APRATE(5) B Body pitch ra t ::	 p	 p rad/sec
ARATDB
eDB, ;D
Residual rotational rate deadband 	 D rad/sec
ARATE(5)
4DB
o Rotational rate	 © rad/sec





ARCSPM Pitch moment commanded by RCS model
ARCSRM Roll moment commanded by RCS model
ARCSYM
ARDET
Yaw moment commanded by RCS model
ARDIFT
ARRATE(5) iB Body roll rate	 1D	 © rad/sec
ATENG(12) T Engine thrust magnitude; 1D ® 400,000 	 ® lbs
ATOTHR TT Total engine thrust during present minor cycle lbs
ATOTPG(5) Magnitude of total pitch and roll angles 	 © radians
AUGRAV
CGRAV




W Mass flow rate	 p	 p slugs/sec
AWDOTS M1B Mass flow rate of booster engines 	 D slugs/sec
AWDOTO
AYDET
WO Mass flow rate of orbiter engines 	 1D slugs/sec
AYDIFT
AYRATE(5) ^B Body yaw rate	 1D ® rad/sec
DFAB(4) Aero forces in body coordinates lbs
DMAXB Aero moment about body X-axis ft-lbs
DMATB
DMAZB








SYM. SYMBOL DEFINITION OR USE UNITS
EA3,P
BP ( dGIM Engine gimbal pitch angle rad12)
EBY
'VBIM
Engine gimbal yaw angle 	 ( rad
(12)
EL EL Booster engine locations	 © ft
(12)
ELO ELO Orbiter engine locations ft
(2. 3
EMXX I XX Moment of inertia about X-body axis 	 frl^- slug-ft2
(14)
EMYY I YY Moment of inertia about Y-body axis	 © slug-ft2
(14)
EMZZ I ZZ Moment of inertia about Z-body axis	 ® slug-ft2
(14)
EPA1
EPB OE 0-idy roll rate	 Z>- rad/sec
EPBD
EPE PEi Percent thrust due to engine out unitless
(12)
EPHI OE Inertial roll angle r7,.J
EPHID









SYMBOL DEFI141TION OR USE UNITS
EPT PTi Percent engine thrust	 lz^ unitless
EQB eE Body pitch rate 	 ;2. rad/sec
EQBD
ERB








EXCG XCG Body XCG	 [ ft
EYCG YCG Body YCG	 © f$
I	 (14) I






Inertial roll angle requested from Guidance	 2'.} rad
GPSID %ovyD Inertial yaw angle requested from Guidance	 Z^::- Pad












SYMBOL DEFINITION OR USE UNITS
GUZP(4) 5D
H1 Altitude	 © feet
I I Do loop counter
IABT IABT = 1 after abort is begun 	 P discrete
IBO
I 
IES IES Engine start flag	 ®	 D
discrete




Pitch acceleration calculation flag D® D ► discrete
IRESID
I 
Residual rate calculation	 P © 3D discrete




Vehicle separation flag	 © discrete
IYAW I^ Yaw acceleration calculation flag 1D ® ® discrete
J J Pass counter	 © 1-5
KGUID Run terminate flag	 5D discrete
KP KP Output print flag	 6D
MANUAL Manual operation	 1D discrete
NE i Number of vehicle engines	 P
NOENGB iB Number of booster engines	 P i B = 12
NOENGO 10 Number of orbiter engines
	 D 1 0 = 2
P P Atmospheric pressure
PAO(10) Pitch attitude gain 	 © unitless









SYMBOL DEFINITION OR USE UNITS
PI n = 3.141592653	 8D
RAD RAD = 57.29578	 ® deg/rad
RADI RADI = 1.745329 X 10 -2	® rad/deg
RAO(10) Roll attitude gain	 © unitless
RA1(10) Roll rate gain	 B> unitless
SEROT Angular rate of earths rotation	 8D rad/sec
SETCGO ^>
SGRAV Acceleration due to gravity - 32.17404 ft/sec2
SMU Gravitation constant - 14.07654 X 1015	8D ft3/sec2
SRMEAN Earth radius at launch pad = 20,909 ,740	 ® ft
T ^>




YAO(10) Yaw attitude gain
YA1(10) Yaw rate gain
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SYMBOL DEFINITION OR USE UNITS




















Angular acceleration limit; 1.745329 E-1 rad/sec2
ACMAXB aMAXB Maximum Booster angular acceleration (jam rad/sec2
CMAXO QMAXO Maximum Orbiter angular acceleration (jam rad/sec2
COMSM
aCSM




Actur.l angular acceleration experienced rad/sec2
( 5 ) -
ACTRAC








SYMBOL DEFINITION OR USE UNITS
CTRAC
aOACT




Actual yaw angular acceleration experienced rad/sec2
(5)
DDES A Desired change in body angle (ae D' "D' AOD ) '	 ^ rad
DEND
REND
Total angle accumulated (oe END, "END, "END) if vehicle rad
rate is stopped at the end,,Qf pre ent 	 inor cycle;
DINC o Impending increments	 angle (ee, A^, e$ due to body rad
rate on first pass;
ADTOT
ATOT Total angle accumulated (oeTOT' "TOT' "TOT) since the rad
start of the major cycle;
AFYMX(5)
AFZMX(5)
GAIN G Des`.,ed or computed system gain (GP , GR , GY ); L^ unitless
GAIN 1 G 1 Desired acceleration system gain; 0.9 unitless
GAIN 2 G2 Desired acceleration system gain; 0.7 unitless
( S;HAC aCa,^ Angular acceleration commanded rad/sec2
PHPI a^., Pitch angular acceleration commanded © rad/sec2
5)
5PHRO a^CON, Roll angular acceleration commanded rad/sec2
A5fHYA a*COM Yaw angular acceleration commanded rad/sec2





Lower limit of AGAIN;












ANGMAX CoMAX Upper limit of percent desired angle change; unitless
1.05	 D
ANGMIN CAMIN Lower limit of percent desired angle change; unitless9.95	 D
ANOAER C 
Percent of max acceleration with no aero- unitless
dynamics 0.7
APDIFT R>




ARATE(5) a Rotational rate(e, D rad/sec
ARATLM WLIM
Angular rate Limit; 5.235987 E-2 	 1D rad/sec
ARCSPM Pitch moment commanded by RCS model	 >5 lbs
ARCSRM Roll moment commanded by RCS model	 5 ft lbs
ARCSYM Yaw moment commanded by RCS model ft lbs .
ARDIFT >
AREVRS
CeOS Percent reversal of existing rotational rate; unitless1.20
ARMAX
wMAX Maximumum allowable rotational rate; 	 1D
ARRATE(5) iB Body roll rate
ATOTHR Total engine thrust during present minor lbs
cycle	 D►'! YD I FT 6D
AYRATE(5) ;B Body yaw rate	 © rad/sec
DFAB(4) Aero forces in body coordinates lbs








SYMBOL DEFINITION OR USE UNITS
DMAYB 5	 Aero moment about body Y -axis ft- lbs
DMAZB Aey.o moment about body Z-axis ft-lbs
EBP(12) e GIM rad
EBY(12)






I I Do loop counter




IES IES 5 discrete
IJ IJ Autopilot pass counter 	 1D
IPITCH Ie Pitch acceleration calculation flag discrete
D 11	 © I
IRESID
I 
Residual rate calculation 	 1^ ,	 ?^ ,	 ® discrete
IROLL I Rol l
 accelerr
r
ation calcualation discrete discrete
^/\ I	 V I	 D
ISEP
ISEP Vehicle separation flag 	 © discrete
IYAW I^ Yaw acceleration calculation flag	 1D ,	 ?^ , discrete
D
J J Pass counter	 © 1	 - 5
KGUID Run terminate flag discrete
P P Atmospheric Pressure
T
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TABLE XIY SYMBOL DEFINITIONS FOR AUTOPZ SUBROUTINE
CODED
SYM.
ENGR.	 SYMBOL DEFINITION OR USE
SY'i.
UNITS
ABETAP(5) Engine gimbal angle computed for pitch 	 ® degrees
ABETAR(5) Engine gimbal angle computed for roll	 3D degrees
ABETAY(5) Engine gimbal angle computed for yaw 	 © degrees
ABPIT(12) Pitch component of total pitch engine gimbal radians
angle for booster	 D
ABROLL(12) Booster roll component of total pitch gimbal radians
angle or orbiter roll component of total yaw
gimbal angle	 D
ABTOTP(12) Total engine gimbal pitch angle (Booster) 	 © radians
ABTOTY( 2) Total engine gimbal yaw angle (Orbiter) 	 ® radians
ABTT Time of abort	 ©	 - seconds
ABYAW(2) Yaw component of total yaw engine gimbal angle
for orbiter radians
ACALMX(5) Desired moment about X-body axis 	 5D ft-lbs
ACALMY(5) Desired moment about Y-body axis	 ® ft-lbs
ACALMZ(5) Desired moment about Z-body axis	 ® ft-lbs
ACCLIM Angular acceleration limit, .1745329 	 5D rad/sec2
ACOMSM Constant for "angular acceleration commanded rad/sec2
to zero" test
ACTALP(5) Actual angular acceleration experienced 	 5D rad/sec2
ACTPAC(5) Actual pitch angular acceleration experienced rad/sec2
®
ACTRAC(5) Actual roll angular acceleratiol. experienced
2
rad/sec












SYMBOL DEFINITION OR USE UNITS
ADESMZ
ADMASS(12) Mass depleted per engine per .2 sec 	 1D slugs
ADMTOT Total mass depleted per .2 sec	 1D slugs
AFLOWB Fuel flow rate of booster engine = 1021.27 ® lbs/sec
AFLOWD Fuel flow rate of orbiter engine = 1021.27 lbs/sec
AFYMX(5) Moment about X-body axis due to Y-body forges
5
lbs-ft
AFZMX(5) Moment about X-body axis due to Z-body forces lbs-ft
ALENGO Length of orbiter vehicle = 148	 © feet
ALPHAC(5) Angular acceleration commanded rad/sect
ALPHPI(5) Pitch angular acceleration commanded 	 © rad/sect
ALPHRO(5) Roll angular acceleration commanded 	 5^ rad/sect
ALPHYA(5) Yaw angular acceleration commanded 	 5D rad/sec2
AMASCO Mass cutoff for dry vehicle = 33,719.51	 ® slugs
AMDOTV Mass depletion rate	 ® slugs/sec
AMINGA Lower limit of again, = .35 	 5^ unitless
AMINTB Minimum total booster thrust = 44,000 	 © lbs
AMINTO Minimum total orbiter thrust = 8,000 lbs
AMTOT Total vehicle mass remaining 	 2^ slugs
ANGLDB Angle deadband = 1.745329 radians











SYMBOL DEFINITION OR USE UNITS
APITCH(5) Actual inertial attitude 	 1D degrees
APRATE(5) Body pitch rate	 © deg/sec
ARATDB Residual rotational rate deadband 	 5D rad/sec
ARATE(5) Rotational rate	 © rad/sec
ARATLM Angular rate limit = .05235987 rad/sec
ARCSPM RCS pitch moment needed	 © ft lbs
ARCSRM RCS roll moment needed	 © ft lbs
ARCSYM RCS yaw moment needed ft lbs
ARDET
ARDIFT
AROLL(5) Actual inertial	 roll angle degrees
ARRATE(5) Body roll rate	 © deg/sec
ATENG(12) Engine thrust magnitude = 400,000	 5D lbs
ATOTHR Total engine thrust during present minor lbs
cycle	 D
ATOTPG(5) Magnitude of total pitch & roll angles	 ® degrees
AUGRAV Acceleration due to gravity at sea level 	 ® ft/sect
AWDOT Mass flow rate	 1D slugs/sec
AWDOTB Mass flow rate of booster engines	 1D slugs/sec
AWDOTO Mass flow rate of arbiter engines	 1D slugs/sec
AYAW(5) Actual inertial yaw angle 	 1D degrees
AYDET
AYDI FT








SYMBOL DEFINITION OR USE UNITS
C2 Cosine of actual inertial yaw angle 	 D unitless
C3 Cosine of actual inertial roll angle 	 © unitless











EBP(12) Engine gimbal pitch angle	 3^ radians
EBY(12) Engine gimbal yaw angle	 ® radians
EL(12,3) Booster engine locations	 © ft
ELO(2,3) Orbiter engine locations ft
EPAI
EPB Body roll rate	 © rad/sec
EPBD
EPE(12) Per cent thrust due to engine out unitless
EPHI Inertial roll angle	 © radians
EPSID 5D
EPSI Inertial yaw angle	 ® radians
EPSID








SYMBOL DEFINITION OR USE UNITS
EQB Body pitch rate
	 ® rad/sec
EQBD 5D
ERB Body yaw rate	 © rad/sec
ERBD




GCBP Body coordinate difference in present and past degrees
guidance pitch angle
GCBR Body coordinate difference in present and past degrees
guidance roll angle
	 D




GCBRR Body coordinate different.: in present and past radians
guidance roll angle
	 D
GCBRY Body coordinate difference in present and past radians
guidance yaw angle
	 D
GCBY Body coordinate differ,Qnce in present and past degrees
guidance yaw angle	 3P
GCIRP Platform difference between present and past radians
guidance pitch angle
	 D
GCIRR Platform difference between present and past radians
guidance roll angle
	 D
GCIRY Platform difference between present and past radians









SYMBOL DEFINITION OR USE UNITS
GPHID Inertial roll angle requested from guidance radians
GPITCH Desired guidance pitch angle 	 ® degrees
GPSID Inertial yaw angle requested from guidance ?^ radians
GRLIMB
GRLIMD
GROLL Desired guidance roll angle 	 3D degrees
GSTOPB 5D
GSTOPO




GYAW Desired guidance yaw angle
	 © degrees
H1 Altitude	 ® feet




IES Engine start flag
IJ Autopilot pass counter D
IPITCH Pitch acceleration calcualtion flag 	 © discrete
IRESID Residual rate calculation flag 	
>
discrete
IROLL Roll acceleration calculation flag
	 5D discrete
ISEP Vehicle separation flag 	 ® discrete
L
Yaw acceleration calculation flag 	 ® discrete
A-107
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SYMBOL DEFINITION OR USE UNITS
J Pass counter
KGUID Runn termination flag 	 ® discrete
KP
MANUAL
NE Number of vehicle engines	 D unitless
NOENGB Number of booster engines	 © unitless
NOENGO Number of orbiter engines
	 ® unitless
P Atomopheric pressure 	 ® lbs/ft2
PAO(10) Pitch attitude gain	 D unitless
PAL(10) Pitch rate gain 	 © unitless
PBERR Body pitch angle error
	 © radians
PBERRA Past value of body pitch angle error	 ® unitless
PBIAS Pitch bias-due to cg offset and trim	 1D radians
PCL Last TVC pitch command	 ® radians
PCN New TVC pitch command	 1D radians.
PHIGL Past value of guidance roll angle 	 © radians
PI n = 3.1415927
PBERR Inertial pitch angle error
	 D radians
PSIGL Past value of guidance yaw angle
	 1D radians
RAD RAD = 57.295	 ® deg/rad
RAO(10) Roll attitude gain 	 D
RAI(10) Roll rate gain
	 D unitless
RBERR Body roll angle error
	 1D radians









SYMBOL DEFINITION OR USE UNITS
RCL Last TVC roll command	 ?! radians
RCN New TVC roll command 	 D radians
RIERR Inertial roll angle error	 © radians
SEROT
SETCGO Angle between body X and thrust vector at radians
launch
SGRAV Acceleration due to gravity at launch pad ft/sec2
SMU
SRMEAN
S2 Sine on inertial yaw angle 	 1D unitless
S3 Sine on inertial roll angle 	 D unitless
T Time from launch	 ?^ unitless
TGOT
THEGL Past value of guidance pitch angle 	 1D radians
THELST Negative of last body pitch error 	 © radians
TRIM Pitch trim angle	 J^ radians
WEP(4) Earth rotation rate	 © rad/sec
YAO(10) Yaw attitude gain
YA1(10) Yaw rate gain	 1D
YBERR Body yaw angle error 	 1D radians
YBERRA Past value of body yaw angle error 	 © radians
YCL Last TVC yaw command	 © radians
YCN New TVC Yaw command	 © radians
YIERR Inertial yaw angle error
	 1D radians
Z2 Array of control gain values unitless
A-109
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SYMBOL DEFINITION OR USE UNITS
AALIM Orbiter maximum linear acceleration during gees
abort
	 D
ABTT Time selected for abnrt	
2D
sec
ACG Angle between thrust vector and body X-axis 1D radians
ADMASS(12) 5D
ADMTOT 5D
AFLOWB Booster engines fuel flow rate 	
2D
slugs/sec
AFLOWO Orbiter engines fuel flow rate	 ZD slugs/sec
ALENGO Length of orbiter vehicle 	 5D ft
ALPHA Angle of attack	 5D deg
AMASCO 5D
AMDOTV 5D
AMINTB Minimum total booster thrust
	 5D lbs
AMINTO Minimum total orbiter thrust
	 5D lbs




ARCSPM Pitch moment commanded by RCS model
	 5D ft lbs
ARCSRM Roll moment commanded by RCS model 	 5D ft lbs
ARCSYM Yaw moment commanded by RCS model
	 5D ft lbs
ATENG(12) Engine thrust magnitude
	 5D lbs
AUGRAV 5D
AZCF ZCF Distance between body X-axis and the engine ft
cluster center line along the body Z-axis
BETA Sideslip angle	 5D deg
E-AT8(4) Booster engine acceleration due to thrust
	 2D
lbs
EATBN(4) Engine thrust in body coordinates lb
A-116
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SYMBOL DEFINITION OR USE UNITS
EATP(4) Engine thrust in platform coordinates 	 1D 1bs
EATT Total thrust acceleration 	 © ft/sec2
EB(3,3) Direction cosine matrix relating platform
coordinates to body coordinates	 D
EBP(12)
EBPO 5D







EPHI Euler roll angle (about X-axis) 	 5D rad
EPHID EPHI rate	 5D rad/sec




EPT Fractional throttle setting
ERP(4) Rp Present vehicle position vecotr expressed in ft
vehicle inertial or platform coordinates
	 D
ETHETA Euler pitch angle (about Y-axis)	
5D rad













SYMBOL DEFINITION OR USE UNITS
EVP(4)
VP
Present vehicle velocity vector expressed in ft/sec
vehicle inertial or platform coordinates D
EXCG XCG Displacement of the vehicle center of gravity ft
(AMTOT) along body X-axis as a function of vehicle
mass	
D
EYCG YCG Displacement of the vehicle center of gravity ft
(AMTOT) along body Y-axis as a function of vehicle
mass	
D
EZCG ZCG Displacement of the vehicle center of gravity ft
(AMTOT) along body Z-axis as a function of vehicle
mass	
D
GADP(4) TDP Desired vehicle acceleration vector expressed ft/sect
in vehicle inertial or platform coordinates 3
GAD1 . (4) Desired acceleration in thrust coordinates
	 1 ft/sect








V Engine exhaust gas velocity 	 2D ft/sec
GM(4) >
GPHID OD Inertial roll angle desired
	 3D rad
GPSID 1PD Inertial yaw angle (angle between body X-axis rad
and vehicle inertial or platform XZ plane) D
GPSIDI
Dl Angle between desired thrust acceleration vecto y rad
and vehicle inertial or platform XZ plane D









SYMBOL DEFINITION OR USE UNITS
GTHED e Inertial pitch angle (angle between body X- radD
axis and vehicle inertial or platform X-a 's)
i
GTHEDD Commanded inertial pitch angular rate 	 11 rad/sec
GTHEDN Past value of GTHED 	 1D rad
GTHEDI a 
D1
Angle between desired thrust acceleration rad
vector and vehicle inertial or platform




H Altitude	 22 ft
I Internal Counter	 1D discrete












K Do loop counter	 11
KAP First pass flag	 1D discrete
KGUID Run terminate flag	 22 discrete
KLPDR KLPDR = 1 for abort to pad	 © discrete








SYMBOL DEFINITION OR USE UNITS
MACHI Mach number	 B> unitless
NOENGB Number of booster engines	 2D
NOENGO Number of orbiter engines	 ZD
PI n PI - 3.14159265 	 2D
rad
QDOT Heating rate	 5D BTU/ft2 sec
QUE Dynamic Pressure 	 5D lbs/ft2
Ql ABGUID scratch variable	 1D
Q2 ABGUID scratch variable	 1





SMU u Gravitational constant (SMU = 14.07654 X 1015 ) ft3 /sec tD
SRD
5D





T Ground elapsed time	
2D
sec
TADPUI ABGUID scratch variable 	 1
TADPU3 ABGUID scratch variable	 1
AG(4) Desired acceleration voctor Pxpro%%Pd in ft/sect
G, GOZ
G









SY14BOL DEFINITION OR USE UNITS
TBO Time until engine burnout 	
>
seconds
TDTM Abort pitchover pitch rate limit 	 V
rad/sec
TDVG (¢ ) R ,Y Desired velocity to be gained vector expressed ft/sec
GZ G,
G
in guidance or plumbline coordinates
TDVL VGL Intermediate symbol used in computing time-
to-go (GTGO)	
D
TERFIK gAV Intermediate symbol denoting average effective f'/sec2
gravity acting on vehicle used in computing
radial	 velocity to be gained (TDVG(1)) 	
D










Effective gravity at vehicle burnout or target 2ft/sec
velocities during abort 	
D
TGOMIN Minimum calculated time-to-go	
2D
sec
TGOT Estimated time to be at target	
3^
sec
THBO Altitude of abort target
	
2D
THELIM Abort pitch rate limit 	 2 deg/sec
THEMAX Abort pitch rate limit	 1 rad/sec
TK(4) Guidance weighting factors 	 22 unitless




TLAT Latitude of landing site 	
D
radians
TLONG Longitude of landing site	
D
radians
TPPCO Time for flight on pitch profile during sec
abort D


















SYMBOL DEFINITION OR USE UNITS
TQ3 Intermediate variable used in computing
f .desired	 1D
TRDG(4) RD,YD, Vector representing the position of the target ft
Z
0
in guidance or plumbline coordinates 	
D
TRG(4) R,Y,Z Present position ,actor expressed in guidance ft
or plumbline coordinates	
D




TRLSP(4) Landing site position in platform coordHates
5
ft
TT(6) Conversion matrix relating coast angle,tr unitless
angle of attack and burnout velocity
F
TTA Time from start of abort	 1D sec
TTD Time for open loop guidance during abort	
1D
sec




TTHETA Angle between kbody axis and desired guidance radians
acceleration	 1
TTL TFL Time until thrust will be limiteo sec
thrust acceleration constraint 
rY>




Unit vector describing guidance or plumbline
X-axis in vehicle inertial or platform
coordinates
TUYGP(4)
UVGP Unit vector describing guidance or plumbline





UZGP Unit vector describing guidance or plumbline










SYMBOL DEFINITION OR USE UNITS
TU1(3) Unit vector along existing thrust direction 1 unitless
TU2(3) Unit vector perpendicular to intersection unitless
of desired and existing thrust direction	 1D
TU3(3) T13 - Tdl X T12	 1D
TVBO Burnout velocity during abort targeting 	 5^
ft/sec.
TVB®N B>
TVDG RD:YD Velocity vector of the target expres	 d in ft/sec
Z
D
guidance or plumbline coordinates	
2P
TVG(4) M J Present velocity vector of the vehicle exss- ft/sec
ed in guidance or plumbline coordinates 	
F
TWEP(4) Angular rate of earth in platform coordin	 es rad/sec







VA(4) Relative velocity in platform coordinate	 5D ft/sec"
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SYMBOL DEFINITION OR USE UNITS
ABTT Time selected for abort	 © sec
AZCF
EATT Al Magnitude of thrust acceleration	 © ft/sec2
EAVP(4) D





EG Acceleration due to gravity
	 © ft/sec2
EGEFF
ELATC Geocentric latitude of launch site
	 © deg
ELONGD Geodetic longitude of launch site deg





EVP(4) Inertial Velocity in inertial coordinates
GADP(4) ADP Desired vehicle acceleration expressed in ft/sec2





GPSID OD Inertial roll angle desired rad.
GPSID *D Inertial yaw angle desired 	 © rad.













I Internal counter discrete
IABT IABT = 1 after abort is begun	 © discrete
IGMT -
JUMP
KGUID Run terminate flag discrete





SLAT1 Latitude of launch pad	 © degrees
SLONGI Longitude of launch pad 	 © degrees
SK) u Gravitational constant (SMU = 14.07654) 	 © ft3 /sec t
T Ground elapsed time 	 © sec
TAE
TAG(4) ADG Desired vehicle acceleration expressed in ft/sec2
guidance or plumbline coordinates
TART(4) Intermediate variable used in computing unit
vector and burnout velocity












SYMBOL DEFINITION OR USE UNITS
TDVG(4) GstG, Desired velocity vector to be gained, expressed ft/sec
in guidance or plumbline coordinates
iG
TF Earth flattening constant (TF = .00335233)
TGFIN gfin
Effective gravity at targeted velocities ft/sec2
TGOT TGO Same as TGO except that it is used to initia- sec
lize TARGET and used in MASTER to test time-to-
go during abort	 © >
THBO HBO Target altitude desired for engine cutoff ft
during abort
THETB 6B An estimate of the earth's central angle rad
traversed to reach engine off during an abort
(burn angle)
THETC 0 An estimate of the central angle traversed rad
after engine cutoff and attainment landing
site latitude and longitude (coast angle)
	 1>
THETR eR Earth's central angle between radial vectors rad
passing through the vehicle and landing sit
TIME T Ground elapsed time (same as T)
	 1D sec
IP(3,3) Transformation matrix relating vehicle earth
inertial and vghi cl e inertial  or platform
coordinates
LAT ALS Latitude of landing site 	 © rad
LAT1 Latitude of landing site 	 5D degrees
LONG
OLS Longitude of landing site 	 ?^ rad
LONG1 Longitude of landing site
	 © degrees
RDG(4) RD,YD, Position vector of targeted engine shuown ft








SYMBOL DEFINITION OR USE UNITS












ftLanding site expressed irhvehirl 	 inertial or
platform coordinates. 
TT(6) Conversion matrix relating coast angle,
reentry angle of attack, and burnout velocity
TTL Estimate time to thrust lkmiting'(forward sec
acceleration control)	 1?1.>
TUXGP(4)
UXGP Unit vector describing guidance or plumbline
X-axis in vehigle inertial or platform
coordinates	 3^
TUYGP(4) UYGP Unit vector describing guidance or plumbline
Y-axis i^ehicle inertial or platform coordi
nates
TUZGP(4) UZGP Unit vector describing guidance or plumbline
Z-axis in vehikle inertial or platform
coordinates	 3
TVBO VBO Relative velocity (Z) of vehicle desed at ft/sec
engine shutdown (burnout velocity)
TVBON Past value of TVBO	 © D ft/sec
TVDG(4)
.
RD,YD, Velocity vector desired at engine shutdown ft/sec
^D
at abort target (earth rotation effects are
computed at landing site)
TVG(4) R,Y,Z Present vehicle velocity expressed 1,V ft/sec
guidance or plumbline coordinates
TVLSG(4)
VLSG Velocity vector resulting from earth rotation ft/sec









SYMBOL DEFINITION OR USE UNITS
TVLSP(4)
yLSP
TVLSG expressed in mXhicle inertial or plat- ft/sec
form coordinates	 P
TW5 We Angular velocity of earth rgtatiq^ (same as rad/sec
SEROT; TWE = 7.292115 X 10 -4 )	 ?V
TWEP(3) Wep Vector quantity of TWE expressed iq vehicle rad/sec
inertial or platform coordinates
A-130
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SYMBOL DEFINITION OR USE UNITS
ABTT Time selected for abort	 © sec
ADMASS(12) Mass depleted per engine per .2 sec.	 © slugs
ADMTOT Total mass depleted per .2 sec	 © slugs




AMSCO Mass of the vehicle at fuel depletion 	 > slugs
AMDOTV Mass depletion rate
AMT Total mass of the vehicle
ATOTHR Total engine thrust during present minor cle
AUGRAV Acceleration of gravity at sea level =32.1104 ft/sect
AZCF Distance between body X axis and the engine ft
cluster centerline along the body Z axis
BETA Sidcslip angle	 > degrees
DFAB ( 4) Forces due to aerodynamics in body coordinates lbs
2
DMAXB Aero moment about body X axis	 © ft-lbs
DMAYB Aero moment about body Y axis ft-lbs
DMAZB Aero moment about body Z aAis ft-lbs"
EGEFF Effective gravity	 5 ft/sect
ERP(4) Present inertial vehicle position ft
EVP(4) Present inertial vehicle velocity ft/sec 2 
GDTV ® ft/sec2
GEGVEL Engine exhaust gas velocity ft/sec
GM(4) Gravity vector, platform coordinates 	 © ft/sec2
GPAID Inertial roll angle	 ® radians
GPAID Inertial yaw angle 	 © radians
GTHED Inertial pitch angle radians
GUXP(4) Guidance X unit vector unitiess
GUYP(4) Guidance Y unit vector	 ® unitless










IABT IABT-1 after abort is begun	 >5 discrete
IGMT





KGUID Program terminate flag discrete
KLPDR KLPDR - 1 for abort to pad	 > discrete
MACH 1
P Ambient atmospheric pressure	 © lbs/ft2
PALDI Angle of attack commanded by PBD	 D radians
PALPC Angle of attack commanded after initial pitch-
over	 > deg
PALPD Angle of attack rate limit 	 D deg/sec
PALP01
PALPD2
PALPD3 Angle of attack rte limit for 15 seconds
after burnout deg/sec
PALPD4 Angle of attarate limit after 15 seconds
into coast	 V deg/sec





PBAD Bank angle rate limit deg
PBADI Bank angle rate limit radians
PBETAI Sideslip angle	 D radians
PBIAS Gamma offset, PBIAS - 0 unitless
OT Post-burnout cycle time seconds
GADV ero deceleration	 > gees
)GAMD light path angle rate rad/sec








SYMBOL DEFINITION OR USE UNITS
AGAMRI Present value of flight path angle 	 ©► radians
PGMAX (2)
PGMAX2 (2)
PHDOT Altitude rate	 D ft/sec
PHLIM Altitude limit	 D ft
PHPB (2) Terminal altitude constraint 	 © ft
PHT Altitude at burnout
PHI
PI 3.1415926536
PQ(3,3) PVC scratch matrix	 D
PQ1 PVC scratch variable	 D
PQ2(3) PVC scratch variable
PTHEC Body x-axis attitude degrees
PTT Time of burnout	 1D
PU(3,3) Transformationrom body to local vertical
coordinates unitless
PUAL(3,3) Matrix to rotate thru angle of attack 	 D unitless
PUBA(3,3) Matrix to rotate thru bank angle 	 D
PUC (3,3) Transformation from	 ocal vertical to wind
axis coordinates unitless
PU1	 (3) x direction cosines fo PU matrix 	 D unitless
PU2 (3) Y direction cosines of PU matrix unitless
PU3 (3) Z direction cosines fo PU matrix unitless
PVBACI PVBACI = 0	 D degrees
PVBADI Desired bank angle	 © radians
PVBAI Present bank angle	 © radians
PVG Ground speed	 © ft/sec
PVPB (2) Terminal velocity constraint 	 ©	 D ft/sec
PVl Velocity remaining until program termination ft/sec
QDOT Aerodynamic heating rate	 > btu/ft2se
QUE Dynamic pressure
Q3 PBC scratch variable	 D








SYMBOL DEFINITION OR USE UNITS
RADI RADI - .01745321	 P	 ® rad/deg
SEROT
-
Angular rate of earth rotation = 7.292115x10 5 rad/sec
SGRAV Acceleration due to gravity = 32.17404 	 © ft/sect
SMU Earth gravitation constant = 14.07654x1015 © ft3 /sec 2
SRMEAN Earth radius at launch pad = 20,909,740 ft
T Ground elapsed time	 © sec
TF Earth flattening constant	 © unitless
TGOT Time to go to reach abort target 	 © sec
THBO Abort burnout altitude 	 © ft
TLAT Target latitude 	 ® radians
TLONG Target longitude	 © radians
TT(6) Conversion matrix relating coast angle, re-
entry angle of attack, and burnout velocity
TWEP (3) Earth rot0ional velocity in platform coordi-
nates
	 P
UXBP (3) Direction cosines relating body to platform
coordinates unitless
UXTP(3) Unit vector along ERP
	 © unitless
UYBP (3) Direction cosin s relating body to platform
coordinates unitless
UYTP (3) Unit vector along EVP x ERP 	 P unitless
UZBP (3) Direction cosines relating bodto platform
coordinates unitless
UZTP (3) Unit vector along UXTP X UYTP 	 © unitless
VA(4) Inertial velocity vector relative to earth ft/sec
VAB(4) Body velocity vector relative to air	 © ft/sec
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SY14BOL DEFINITION OR USE UNITS
A(500,20) Output plot array
ABIT Time selected for abort	 © sec
ADMASS(12) Mass depleted per engine per .2 sec	 © slugs
ADMTOT Total mass depleted per .2 sec	 > slugs
ADPDES Desired change in body pitch angle rad
ADRDES Desired change in body roll angle	 © rad
ADYDES Desired change in body yaw angle 	 > rad
ALPHA Angle of attack	 R> ® degrees
AMASCO Mass DF vehicle at fuel depletion	 © slugs
AMDOTV Mass depletion rate	 © slugs/sec
AMT Total mass of vehicle 	 © slugs
ARCSPM Pitch moment commanded by RCS model	 © ft-lbs
ARCSRM Roll momert commanded by RCS model	 ® ft-lbs
ARCSYM Yaw moment commanded by RCS model	 © ft-?bs
ATENG(12) Engine thrust magnitude 	 © lbs
ATOTHR Total engine thrust during pressure minorcycycl lbs
AUGRAV Accel. of gravity at sea level = 32.17404 	 ® ft/sect
AZCF ftDistance between body x axis and the engin^
cluster centerline along the body z axis
B(500,20) Output plot array
BETA Sideslip angle	 ©	 > deg
C(500,18) Output plot array	 D
DFAB(4) Forces due to aerodynamics in body, 	 orcinates lbs
P
DMAXB Aero moment about body x axis 	 > ft-lbs
DMAYB Aero moment about body y axis 	 >	 k^
DMAZB Aero moment about body z axis 	 ©	 ® ft-lbs
EATBt4) Booster engine acceleration due to thrust 	 2 ft/sec`
EATT Vehicle acceleration due to thrust © ® ft/sect
EAVP(3) Vehicle acceleration in platform cogrdinates ft/sec2
EA`.'PP(3) Past value of vehicle inertial acceleration ft/sec2
A-151
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SYMBOL UEFINITION OR USE UNITS
EB(3,3) Direction cosine matrix relative vehicle unitless
platform to vehicle body coordinates
EBP(12) Engine pitch gimbal angle 	 D radians
EBPO Engine pitch gimbal angle offset radians
EBY(12) Engine yaw gimbal angle 	 > radians
EG(3) Acceleration due to gravity	 © ft/sec2
EGEFF Effective gravity	 © ft/sec2
EL(12,3) Booster engine locations	 © ft
ELATC Geocentric latitude of vehicle	 ® deg
ELO(2,3) Orbiter engine locations	 [^> ft
ELONGD Geodetic longitude of vehicle	 > ® deg
EPAI Sea level atmospheric pressure = 2116.8 	 © lbs/ft2
EPB Angular rate about body x axis	 © rad/sec
EPBD Ang. accel. about body x axis 	 © rad/sec2
EPE(12) Percent thrust due to engine out 	 ® unitless
EPHI Actual euler roll angle (about x axis) 	 © radians
EPHID EPHI rate	 > rad/sec
EPSI Actual euler yaw angle (about z axis) 	 © rad
EPSID EPSI rate	 > rad/sec
EPT Fractional throttle setting	 © unitless
EQB Angular rate about body y axis 	 © rad/sec
EQBD Angular acceleration about body y axis rad/sec2
ERB Angular rate about body z axis 	 © rad/sec
ERBD Angular acceleration about body z axis 	 © rad/sec2
ERP(4) Present inertial vehicle position 	 >	 © ft
ETHETA Actual euler pitch angle (about y axis) 	 ® radians
ETHETD ETHETA rate	 ® rad/sec
ETSLB(12) Booster sea level engine thrust lbs
ETSLOI Orbiter engine one sea level thrust lbs
ETSL02 Orbiter engine two sea level thrust 	 © lbs
EVP(4) Present vehicle inertial velocity 	 ® ft/sec
EVPP(4) Past value of EVP ft/sec
A-152
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SYMBOL DEFINITION OR USE UNITS
GADP(4) Desired vehicle acceleration vector expressed ft/sect
in vehicle inertial or platform ^oordir tes
GAMMA Inertial flight path angle	 ®? deg
GAMMAR Relative flight path angle 	 ® deg
GAMMRI Flight path angle	 D radians
GDTV
GEGVEL Engine exhaust gas velocity ft/sect
GM(4) Gravity vector	 ^> cft/set
GPHID Inertial roll angle	 © radians
GPSID Inertial yaw angle	 ® radians
GTFTL Estimate of time remaining until vehicle 	 ® sec
thrust is limited-to remain within thrust
acceleration limits
GTGO An estimate of time to reach orbit insertion sec
GTHED Inertial pitch angle	 © radians
GURP(4) Guidance x unit vector 	 5D unitless
GUYP(4) Guidance y unit vector unitless
GUZP(4) Guidance z unit vector unitless
H Altitude	 © ft
H1 Altitude	 © ft
I Integer count variable	 1D discrete
IABT IABT=1 aftir abort is begun	 ® discrete
IBO R>
IES A one indicates engines are on	 ©	 ® discrete
IGMT 0>
II Pass tuggle flag discrete
Ii Counter index discrete
IRERUN
ISEP A one indicates vehicles are separatedr1^ discrete
ITITLE(9) Alphameric plot title array 	 D Alphameri
Ix Counter index	 D Discrete
A-153
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SYMBOL DEFINITION OR USE UNITS
J Pass counter	 > discrete
JJ; Pass toggle flag	 1 discrete
JUMP Inner loop control for lass execution 	 © discrete
JX1 Printout index	 © discrete
JX2 Printout index1p discrete
JX3 Printout index discrete
JX4 Printout index	 i discrete
JX5 Printout index	 © discrete
JX6 Printout index	 © discrete
JX7 Printout index	 © discrete
JX8 Printout index	 © discrete
K Plot index	 © discrete
KA Plot index discrete
KGUID Program terminate flag discrete
KIX Pass index discrete
KSTART Plot release from merr $ flag discrete
MACH Mach number	 ©	 © unitless
NLAST Plot index	 > discrete
P Ambient atmospheric pressure	 ® lbs/ft2
PGADV Aero deceleration in gees 	 ® unitless
PI = 3.14159 26536	 ^ unitless
PO1(8,15) Printout variable array 	 1p
P02(8,13) Printout variable array 	 D
P03(8,16) Printout variable array
PO4(802) Printout variable array
P05(8,12) Printout variable array
P06(8,10) Printout variable array 	 D
P07(8,15) Printout variable array
P08(8,17) Printout variable array
QAX1 Past value of engine 1 pitch angle 	 D degrees
QAX2 Past value of engine 1 yaw angle 	 D degrees






LNGR. SYMBOL DEFINITION OR USE UNITS
QAX4 Past value of engine 2 yaw angle degrees
QDOT Aerodynamic heating rate	 > ® BTU/ft 2sec
QUE Dynamic pressure	 © rz-, lbs/ft2
Q1 Readout scratch variable
Q2 Readout scratch variable	 D
Q3 Readout scratch variable 	 D
Q4 Readout scratch variable	 D
RAD RAD = 57.29578	 © deg/rad
RADI RADI = 1.745329 X 10-2 rad/deg
RAMT Vehicle weight lbs
RAXI Engine 1 pitch gimbal angle 	 ® deg
RAX2 Engine 1 yaw gimbal angle	 ® deg
RAX3 Engine 2 pitch gimbal angle 	 © deg
RAX4 Engine 2 yaw gimbal angle	 ® deg
RBA Bank angle	 D radians
RBA1 Bank angle	 (^j degrees
RBETA Sideslip angle	 © radians
RCALPV Central	 angle from launch pad to present radians
position	
D
RCAVLS Central angle from vehicle to landing site	 © radians
RCHA Compass heading angle	 D radians
RCHA1 Compass heading angle	 ® degrees
RDPDES Body pitch attitude error	 © degrees












RDYDES Body yaw attitude error degrees
RGRAV RGRAV = 32.146537
RHDOT Altitude rate	 © ® ft/sec
RL(3,3) Direction cosine matrix relating platform
coordinates to local vertical coordinates unitless
RLATLP Latitude difference between launch pad and radians
vehicle position	
D
RLATLS Latitude difference between landing site radians
and vehicle position 




RLOMS Latitude difference betw15> launch pad and
radians
vehicle position 
RLSLV(3) Position of landing site in local vertical ft
coordinates
RPB Angular rate about body X-axis
	 ® deg/sec
RPBD Angular acceleration about body X-axis
	 ® deg/sec
RPHIA Actual Euler roll angle ( about X-axis)	 ® deg
RPHID Desired Euler roll angle 	 ® deg	 -
RPPA Pilc': pitch angle
	 D radians
RPPA1 Pilots pitch angle
	 © degrees
RPPA2
RPRA Pilots roll angle	 D radians
RPRAI Pilots roll angle	 ® degrees
RPSIA Actual Euler yaw angle (about Z -axis)	 ® degrees
RPHID Desired euler yaw a
	 le
RPYA Pilots yaw angle radians
RPYA1 Pilots yaw angle
	 ® degrees








SYMBOL DEFINITION OR USE UNITS
RQALP Product of angle of attack and dynamic lb-deg/ft
pressure
RQB Angular rate about body Y-axis 	 ® deg/sec
RQBD Angular acceleration about body Y-axis
RQBETA Product of sideslip angle and dynamic lb-deg/ft
pressure	 >
RRB Angular rate about body Z-axis deg/sec
RRBD Angular acceleration about body Z-axis	 ® deg/sec
RRHA Relative heading angle	 D radians
RRHA1 Relative heading angle	 ® degrees
RRLP Range from vehicle to launch pad 	 ® N.MI.
RRLS Range from vehicle to landing site 	 ® N.MI.
RRLSCR Cross range distance to landing site N.MI.
RRLSDR Downrange distance to landing site	 ® N.MI.
RRLSI(3) Range to landing site in inertial coordinates ft.
RRLSP(4) Range to landing site in platform coordinates ft.
RTAC1 Axial aero & thrust acceleration 	 ® gees
RTAC2 Out-of-plane aero and thrust acceleration gees
RTAC3 Normal aero and thrust acceleration 	 ® gees
RTAC4 Horizontal aero and thrust acceleration
	 ® gees
1.	 JA Actual Euler pitch angle (about Y-axis) degrees
RTHETB An estimate of the earth's central angle
traversed to reach engine off during abort ® degrees
RTHETC Estimate of angle traversed from engine cutoff degrees








SYMBOL DEFINITION OR USE U14ITS
RTHETD Desired Euler pitch angle 	 ® degrees
RTHETR Earth central angle between readial vectors degrees
passing through vehicle and landing site
RUE(4) East unit vector	 > unitless
RUVAX(4) X local vertical unit vector in platform unitless
coordinates	 1
RUVAY(4) Y local vertical unit vector in platform unitless
coordinates
	 D
RUVAZ(4) Z local vertical unit vector in platform unitless
coordinates
	 D
RVG Ground speed	 > ft/sec
RWFR Weight of fuel remaining 	 © lbs
RWVB Weight of empty booster	 > lbs
RWVD Weight of empty orbiter	 ® lbs
RZDOT Horizontal component of inertial velocity D ft/sec
SEROT Angular rate of earth rotation = 7.292115X0 -5 rad/sec
SGRAV Acceleration due to gravity = 32.17404 ft/sec?
SLAT1 Latitude of launch pad	 ® degrees
SLONGI Longitude of launch pad 	 © degrees
SMU Gravitational constant = 14.07654X1015
	
> ft3Isec2
SRMEAN Earth radius at launch pad = 20,909,740 	
> ft
T Ground elapsed time	 > ® sec
TAE Angle of attack desired for re-entry after radians
abort












SYMBOL DEFINITION OR USE UNITS
TGFIN Effective gravity at targeted velocities
TGOT Time-to-go to reach abort target	 > ® sec
THETB An estimate of the earth's central angle radians
traversed to reach engine off during abort
THETC Estimate of angle traversed from engine cutoff radians
to achievement of - target latitude & longitu e
THETR Earth central angle between radial vectors radians
passing thru vehicle and landing site	 (>
TIP(3,3) Transformation between earth fixed inertial unitless
coordinates and vehicle plotform coordinates
TITA(5,20) Alphanumeric title array
TITB(5,20) Alphanumeric title array
	 D
TITC(5,18) Alphanumeric title array
TLAT1 Target latitude	 ® degrees
TLONGI Target longitude degrees
TRDG(4) Position vector of targeted engine shutdown ft
in guidance coordinates
TRLSE(4) Landing site position in rotating earth ft
coordinates
TRLSP(4) Landing site position in platform coordinates f*
TTL Estimate of time to thrust limiting sec
TUXGP(4) Unit vector describing guidance X-axis in unitless
platform coordinates
TUYGP(4) Unit vector describing guidance Y-axis in unitless
platform coordinates









SYMBOL DEFINITION OR USE UNITS
TVBO Burnout velocity during abort targeting ®® ft/sec
TVBON Past value of burnout velcd ty during -.bort ft/sec
targeting velocity vector desired at engine
shutdown
TVDG(4) At abort target	 ® ® ft/sec
TVG(4) Present vehicle v	 ocity in guidance
coordinates	 V>
UXTP(3) Unit vector along R 	 ® unitless
UYTP(3) Unit vector along VP RP	® unitless
UZTP(3) Unit vector along U TX P X YTP	 © unitless
VA(4) Inertial velocity vector relative to earth ft/sec
VAB(4) Body velocity vector relative to A & R ©^ ft/sec
WEP(4) Earth's rotation vector 	
>
rad/sec
XMAX Scratch variable for plot routine
XMIN Scratch variaW a for plot routine
YMAX(22) Scratch variable for plot routine 	 D
YMIN(22) Scratch variable for plot routine
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